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·;votes and eomment
BY

he Scandal of the Faith
By happy coincidence, Easter
falls this year on All Fools' Day
,...and thu s highlights, for a generation which has made security
the object both of life and of
worship, the fact that the hope
..which has sustained Western
"'tnan for two thousand years rests
ultimately upon the improbable
.,claim that a man rose from the
dead.
All questions of the validity of
.lChristianity come down finally
o the question of whether, as a
matter of fact, Jesus Christ did
~ or did not actually rise from the
dead. This is a question of fact
• which is capable of historical
ubstantiation or refutation.
Over five hundred persons whose
- sanity and veracity we have no
solid grounds for questioning
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claimed to have seen Him alive
after his death. Assertions that
their testimony was the product
of mass hallucination or wish
fulfillment rest upon unsupported speculations and long-range
psychoanalyzings which, whatever else they may be, are certainly not scientific in any accepted sense of the word.
And so, if one is prepared to
accept any event of the past as
factual, in the sense that its happening is attested to by a sufficient number of capable witnesses, the resurrection of Jesus
Christ must be accepted as an
event which actually happened
in a given place at a given time.
If this is not so, there is no such
thing as history or, alternatively,
history is whatever anybody happens to want it to be.
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But then we run head-on into
a very unpleasant corollary. If
we say that the resurrection of
our Lord is an established historical fact, we are saying that
the improbable happened. Or
perhaps we are saying more than
that. Perhaps we are saying that
the impossible happened; that
the resurrection contradicts our
a x i o m s and confounds our
methodologies and makes fools
of us all.
And perhaps that is why we
willing even to deny history
m order to dispose of this intolerable intrusion into the logic
and order of ·our world. If you
swallow the resurrection, you
have to swallow everything that
goes with it-the deity of a man,
the intolerable audacity of his
claims upon our lives, the whole
structure of his impossibly idealistic ~tlucs, the almost insulting·
ly natve dogmas about a physical
resurrection to a condition of
reward or punishment, and his
arrogant insistence that he is the
only Way and Truth and Life.
~re

And so the guilty secret leaks
out. We don't honestly want to
know whether Jesus Christ did
or did not rise from the dead.
We simply can't have it, and that
is that. Wa-«:1! the pretty bunny,
children. Isn't he cute?

Willing and Able

.. .

.

As far as we can see, there is I
~othing to prevent the reele~ ~
tton of President Eisenhow 1
this Fall except the concern
which many people are likely t6 ,
feel over the possibilities of his 1
surviving another four years
I
the world's most arduous job. ,.. .J
The President is 65, he h
had a coronary, and he would
be 70 if he lives to complete ~
second term. Simply on the basis
of statistics, the probability . is
that he will not survive. But "
point which must always
born in mind is that mathematical probabilities represent
only the averaging of individual
extremes. The day and the houl-'
of Dwight Eisenhower's death is
no more predictable than is the
day and hour of Grace Kelly ~
death. When we elect any pre~·
dent, we elect a mortal man. ·

ot

.;j

We recall an occasion, severa~
ago, when a newly-appomted member of the Canadian Senate, whose members serw
for life, was urging the compu .
sory retirement of senators when
they attained a certain age, o~
the grounds that they were
longer physically competent to•
perform their duties. One of th,t!
venerable seventy-year-olds rose
in his place and, pointing to hiP
young colleague, said, "I will
ye~rs
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be here long after you are
gone." And sure enough, he was.
"' Re lived to be 104.
• We can not, therefore, get very
much bothered by the President's
itge. As for his coronary, the doctors say that he has made a
normal .recovery from it. Appar-ently h1s chances of having an<her one are approximately the
same as those of any man his
.-"Ige, whether _he has previously
had one or not. In other words,
the President and Mr. Stevenson
ind Governor Harriman all run
~bout the same mathematical
' risk of a coronary.
_we are not yet ready to commit . ourselves in favor of any
'1>arucular candidate, but looking at the country's needs in the
presidential office over the com-ing four years, we see no greater
$lement of risk -in the reelection
of the President than there
,.w ould be in the election of any
of the other candidates who have
so far been suggested. What is
required, as a matter of ordinary
~
.
prudence, 1s that both parties
present, in addition to first-rate
presidential candidates, first-rate
ice-presidential candidates. The
~practise of dredging up ancient
party wheelhorses to "round out
'the ticket" is intolerable when
~ -ao many things depend upon the
wisdom and stature of the man
in the White House.
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Like a Mighty Army ...
Like most Protestant bodies,
the Lutheran Church - Missouri
Synod has operated for the past
109 years on a sort of hand-tomouth financial basis, scraping
together each year e n o u g h
~oney to cover current operauons and then going out from
time to time to beat the bushes
for the large sums needed for
individual projects. Such a procedure testifies to a very sound
eschatology, but it is a rather
haphazard way to carry on the
Lord's business and it gives the
laity a rather wrong conception
of the meaning of "free" gra<;e.
This year, faced by the fact
that the demands of the time are
going to require the careful,
systematic expenditure of large
sums of money for expansion of
every area of the Church's work,
Synodical leaders have launched
a program of raising, year by
year, sufficient funds to cover
not only current operations but
anticipated long-term capital expenditures. The program is an
intelligent one, a necessary one,
and an example of the way the
fruits of human experience can
be made to serve the purpbses of
the Kingdom.
If the program succeeds as it
ought to, there will be no more
"Synodwide drives" · with their

4
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unhappy paraphernalia of quotas
and promotional films and flip
charts and all of the other
gadgets of the huckster's art. And
that will be all to the good.
Rather, tb.e present program
would set about to develop
among the Synod's membership
a realization that the work of
the Church requires a consistently generous level of individual
giving.
Unfortunately, this program
too has been saddled with a
catchy name, "Our Venture of
Faith." Hearing the name, one
conjures up the vision of a Galahad, his jaw set and his eyes
fixed upon the far horizon, venturing off to do battle with who
knows what demons and spooks.
And the promotional literature
more or less reinforces the vision.
We see, marching along the jagged rim of an arid plateau, an
army of men, women, and children rounding a corner into a
future which leads into a setting sun.
It is 'therefore quite a letdown
to discover that the awful
struggle to which the Church
commits itself in this venture of
faith is the struggle to raise
about twelve million dollars a
year from her two million and
more members. Brethren, do we
dare? Are we heroes or only
reckless fools when we set out to

raise six bucks per capita

in,~

1956?

Nobody knows better than the ...,
harried leaders of the Churcl!
how paltry a sum twelve million
dollars is measured against th~
opportunities which the Lord of
the Church is daily presenting,..
us. Let them stir up the gift at.
prophesy that is in them an.(l
strike at the conscience of the
Church. Let them call this pro~.,
gram what it is, not a Venture of
l''aith, but a Sop to the Almighty.
~

The lnglesh Language
The following theme was submitted in a state university English composition class by a grad-,.
uate of one of his state's accredited high schools:
I like to be a farmer because I
like to be around all kind of animed and I like to work with the
animeds keep rosand on how the
gown . and the way they like to
eat and the way they spheep and
how they look out for other animeds and I like to make pet out
of all kind of animeds and see
how they get alond together, and
the way one animed will to care
of the other kind of animeds, and
the way one kind of animed will
take care for another kind of animed if something haping to its
mother and the way it will try
to nosed it and care for it.
I like to gown corp of all kind
and warened how they gown in
all kind sole, and find out ward
kind of corp will gown the best
in one kind sole and sane gown
betty in other kind of sole.

'-.
"
.
•

~
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Now it must be admitted that
this is an extreme example of its
• _class, so much so that it possesses
.; a kind of rude, Chaucerian
grandeur. But it is an example,
nevertheless, of the new illiteracy
which instructors e n co u n t e r
whenever they are bold enough,
-.. or foolish enough, to require
~ their students to commit their
thoughts to paper.
For years, the argument over
who is responsible for this sad
state of affairs has been raging
• in the academic world. Usually,
it was the high school English
.. teacher who got it in the neck.
But more sober investigation of
the problem points to the con_, elusion that the roots of the
problem lie in the situation with)1>
in which the high school English
~ teacher must try to do his jobin excessive class sizes, in ex~ cessive class hours, in excessive
extra-curricular duties, in pres• sures to pass everybody along re-t gardless of level of attainment.
If this is the case, the problem
• is not primarily one for the
• teacher or his academic colleagues to solve. It is, rather, a
"" community problem. For it is
finally only the community,
through its school board or
~ other appropriate body, that can
~ supply the personnel and the
facilities required for an adequate teaching job.

•
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We believe that, particularly
in the case of English composition, the high school must be
given everything that it needs to
do the job right. Human civilization depends upon the communication of ideas. Language is
the principal means of communication. Facility in its use requires careful training and constant practice. The teacher must
be given time and opportunity
to keep up a continuing check
on the student's progress .. This
necessarily limits the number of
students the teacher can handle
and the number of hours he can
spend in the classroom.
~

Corruption
One of the disquieting conclusions that have emerged from
the recent probes of lobbying is
the conclusion that there is a lot
of money available from various
sources for influencing, or attempting to influence, legislation. This is, of course, too bad,
and something ought to be done
about it. But we think that it is
a mistake to define corruption in
too narrowly financial terms.
There are more respectable, and
more effective, means for corrupting public officials than by
the outright offer of money, and
some of these means are routinely practised by some of the very

6
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people who profess shocked indignation over the rather crude
t e c h n i q u e s of free-spending
lobbyists.
We think, for instance, of the
sacrifices of integrity which men
have made just for the applause
of the "right" people, the "right"
organizations, the "right" magazines and newspapers. We think
of men who have sold their honesty for invitations to the right
parties, for appointments to
honorific positions, for smiles
and first-name greetings from
celebrities of one sort or another. We think of men whose
capacity for objective judgment
has been warped by an inordinate desire for a title, or newspaper publicity, or an honorary
degree.
In a sense, it is simply true
that every man has his price. By
that, we mean that hardly any
of us is capable of resisting all
appetites and all pressures and
of walking the straight line of
clearly-seen duty. It is always regrettable when any human being
esteems himself so lightly that he
permits other men to buy him
with money. But as far as. the
public welfare is concerned, it

.II

really doesn't matter greatly
whether a public servant sells his +
soul for money or applause or .., 'r
publicity or a Presidential smile. "
In any of these instances, the
public servant ceases to be a >servant of the people and becomes the kept man of an individual or a group.
..
This might, we think, be born
in mind when the politician:mount their rostra to inveigh
against "corruption". In any ad- "'
ministration, given the number
of officials and employees the
federal government now has, •
there are going to be a certain •
number of people who can be
bought for money. Judging by
the experiences of both the Truman and the Eisenhower admin- ._
istrations, this n u m be r will 4
normally be infinitesimal. There
will be many more who can be 'bought more subtly. And these "'" .
are the ones who represent a real
danger, for they are so unaware ~
of their bondage that they literally don't know what they are /doing. Unfortunately, what they ..,
are doing happens to be the .
making of national policy. And
in that area, a little corruption .,.
is a dangerous thing.

AD
LIB.
- - - - - - - - - - -- BY

A L F R E D

If Johnny and Alice can't
._ read or write, it doesn't seem
to be the fault of the parents.
Ever since Rudolph Flesch published a book on the subject of
illiteracy in the schools, the
., "Letters to the Edi"tor" columns
in newspapers all over the coun-t· try have been filled with copy
.,~on why Johnny can't read, why
he can read better than his
"'£ather, and what can be done
about it all. A Chicago news~ paper has been running a series
of articles on the failure of college freshmen to pass grammar
11
e n t r a n c e examinations. And
--~otritics reviewing collections of
great letters always mention that
~ the day of great letter writing is
long past.
From my observation they
~ouldn't be more wrong. More
~letters are being written today,

R.

L 0 0 M A N

and, from the evidence, they are
more clear and concise than
anything an Englisl;l poet ever
wrote to his solicitor. Today's
letters are being written, however, by only type of personthe housewife. These may not be
great letters in the sense the
critic is using; they are not in a
florid style and perhaps they are
not as revealing as some of the
letters of a hundred years ago.
They don't have to be because
the telephone and better transportation bring people closer,
faster and more frequently.
The housewife doesn't seem
to be writing friends. She prefers to write companies and preferably companies manufacturing
soap, household wares, or cosmetics. These authors may not
receive the acclaim in their
communities that they should,

7
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because it is not always possible
to identify the writer from the
initials she uses. You may be ac·
quainted with some of them
however. They include-these
letter writers-Mrs. S.J., Grants
Pass, Oregon, · Mrs. R.U. of Chicago, Mrs. M.G., of Flemington,
New Jersey, and so on. Since no
street address is given, it is almost impossible to pin the letter
on one person, particularly when
it comes from a city the size of
Chicago.
What these ladies do is write
a manufacturer about how well
they like his product. You may
have noticed some of these letters reprinted in one of the
women's magazines or seen and
heard it on television. The plot
of these letters is rather stereotyped. The housewife, apparently, has been using an inferior
soap for years. When a "friend"
asks why her wash is so gray, she
gets to thinking, or perhaps at
the suggestion of this friend, she
runs out to buy the other soap.
The results are amazing. The
wash is now ten times cleaner
and it takes only half as long to
do it. Sincerely yours, Mrs. N.L.,
Dallas, Texas.
In every case I've noted, these
are excellent letters, well-written
to sustain interest, right to the
point, refreshing. They are so
good that for many years, when

..

such letters appeared only in +
magazines, I thought they might
be the product of some advertis- ~
ing agency. But that isn't the •
case, because now on television ~
the viewer gets to see the letter ~
as well as read it, and for those
who can't read an announcer
also reads it aloud.
._
Now that I can see the lettex:..j
I'm even more surprised. As ·
shown on television programs re- •
cently, these letters are written
on fairly heavy note paper and
the handwriting is beautiful and •
exact with just a touch of Spencerian whirl. The margins on
both sides are perfectly even,
something that I-nor any of my
friends who write me in long ~
hand-have ever been able to
achieve. Some of the letters are ·f'
typed and they too are very well l.,
done, no erasures, no skipped
spaces, all margins even, which"' ·
leads me to believe we have a
gold mine of top secretarial help "
hidden away in the kitchens of
the average American home.
I am somewhat surprised at "'
the neatness of these letters ...From the tone of the message, I
had always felt it was written at •
the moment of grea.test inspiration, when the product was first ~
used and its wonderful results w
noted, by someone who couldn't ._
wait to sit down and write the ·
manufacturer about it. However,
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these letters show no soap stains,
no running of ink caused by a
wet hand, no cake flour smudges,
and there is no visible evidence
in the script or in the typing that
this letter was written by a person seized with the urge to
write and write immediately, "I
thought I would sit right down
and tell you how wond .... "
Why the housewife wants to
write a manufacturer, I don't
know. He already knows what
his product does, though I am
sure he is glad the customers
agree with him. Surely the housewife doesn't know the manufacturer inasmuch as no one can
know a corporation. It doesn't
do too much good to write the
preside n t, particularly if he
spends his Winters in Florida. I
wouldn't know whom to write.
Just sending the letter addressed
to the company would be something like sending it to a dead
letter box, unless the advertising
department keeps a man in the
mail room just to be on the lookout for this sort of letter.
Perhaps it is something negative in my nature but I always
feel more inclined to write the
manufacturer when his product
turns out bad rather ~han when
it turns out good: As yet I haven't written one in either case,
having never felt that moment
of pure joy that seems to catch
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the housewife and turn her into
an author.
I don't think the housewife
writes because of the publicity.
If only her initials are going to
appear no one will ever know
who wrote the letter. Can there
be money in this sort of thing,
and if so, whom do I write? I
doubt that there is any money
connected with letter writing because the ads always say that the
letter was unsolicited or if they
don't say that in so many words,
they imply it. Perhaps these letter writers receive a case of soap,
a lifetime supply of lipsticks, or
large boxes of the products they
were pra1Slng. If they do, no
mention is made of it in the advertising and I have yet to meet
any of the housewives who have
written in and would admit it.
Perhaps one inducement for
writing has come with the advent of television. Often the full
name of the letter writer is given
and so there is some publicity
handed out free.
And what's
more, the housewife's drama is
enacted right on the little screen.
It starts with the housewife looking glum as she surveys the wash
she has worked so hard over. In
comes. a friend who tells her
about this other soap. Next scene
shows the delighted housewife
using the new product; she is
very happy.

10
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Now here is the come on. The
housewife looks just like a
model. Her hair is done perfectly. She finishes the wash without
cracking her makeup. She is
graceful, slim, and very attractive. Her kitchen is a dream. Is
this the lady who wrote the letter? Probably not, but the announcer doesn't say it isn't. Now
if you were a housewife of 55,
weighing
gray haired, a n d
around 180 and you were doing
your laundry in a washtub,
wouldn't you be just a little bit
flattered at the picture the television producer had of you? You
bet you would. I'm not saying
those who write in meet these
particular qualifications, but I
can see where almost any harried housewife might want t~
look as cool and neat as the
girl shown on television.
This may or may not be a reason for writing a manufacturer.
There may be those who do
write from sheer pleasure over
the performance of a product. At
any rate, they do write, if the
advertisements are telling the
truth. And if all of these housewives can write so well, ';Vhy
can't their sons and daughters in
school do better?
If we are to believe the letters written to newspaper editors,
there are hundreds of reasons
why Johnny can't read and write

the way he should. l.ncidentally,
letters to the editor-except those
to the New York Times and one
or two London newspapers-are
not nearly so well-written as
housewives' letters to manufacturers. These letters point to progressive education, to television,
to the Boy Scouts, to the teachers, to the movies, to comic
books, and to one or the other of
the political parties as being the
major factor for poor reading
and writing habits. To the best
of my knowledge no parent has
written in to say he was partly to
blame for not helping his child,
and no parent has so much as
suggested his child could do better if he weren't so lazy.
It's possible that all of these
factors contribute to Johnny's inability to read. If he can read a
comic book or watch television
he isn't going to be inclined to
read something that starts off
like this: "See the ball? The ba ll
is red. Alice is throwing the
ball."
If the text started with "See
the gun? It is a pistol. The cowboy is shooting the gun" you
couldn't pull the book away
from him, though I can see a
few disadvantages in feeding a
first grader too much of this
type of literature. But the text
books for first graders are pretty
dull, and I see no reason why
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._ they couldn't be improved to the
.- point where Johnny might at
least want to read them.
I don't suppose the "Bobsey
Twin" books were the best written on the market, but I read
every one I could get my hands
on at a certaiG a.~re and I en• joyed them. I'm sure 1 mc.st have
+ learned something about reading
from just reading them. For interest, however, at a later age, it
was impossible to beat the books
in the "Tom Swift" series. This
¥
indicates to me that it is possi• ble· to write things the younger
set will read by choice. And if
they read by choice, their reading ability will improve.
Just how they are teaching
._ reading these days, I don't
know. However, I can remem., her the desperate efforts our
.0. teacher made to increase our
reading speed and they seemed
to have been successful. On Friday afternoons, just after lunch
we had speed reading sessions in
,.. our two room school. Each grade
.,. from the fourth through the
eighth-all in the one room-had
a go at it. There were two ways
... of doing it. Either a certain number of pages was assigned and we
started off reading and raised
our hand and dosed the book
when we finished, or we all start_,"-~ ed reading at once and at a
shout of "Stop" from the teacher we dosed our books after
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checking to see who had gotten
the farthest. After finishing we
had to answer questions on the
material we had just read to test
for comprehension.
I understand this practise was
stopped later on in the schools
because the word got around
that this competitive reading
might damage the juvenile
psyche. However, at the recess
which followed the reading ses·
sion, I couldn't say anyone connected with the inevitable base·
ball game seemed to be suffering
from a damaged psyche. Apparently that old method had some
merit because the military services have taken it up as the
most effective way of improving
reading speed and comprehen·
sion.
Educators say that, properly
motivated, ~ child will do just
about anything. If that is so, let's
motivate them. Let's give them
something to read they will want
to read. For the girls, let's point
out that they m·ay want to write
a manufacturer a letter when
they grow up, and for the boys,
let's point out that someday they
may have to spend a hitch in the
armed forces and that, as everyone knows, in the service a man
with the ability to write the
English language can rise much
faster and go much farther than
a man who can shoot a gun accurately.

Christianity and Non-Christian Religions
In the Contemporary World
By

JosEPH

M.

KITAGAWA

Assistant Professor of the History of Religions,
Federated Theological Faculties of the
University of Chicago

Recently, a well known Dutch
scholar, Hendrik Kraemer, gave
a series of lectures under the
title, "The Future of Religion,"
at the University of Chicago. Dr.
Kraemer is an Orientalist by
training, and he served fourteen
years as a lay missionary of the
Dutch Bible Society in Indonesia. Later, he taught History
of Religions at the University of
Leiden, Holland (1937-1948). In
1948, he founded the Ecumenical
Institute, a study and training
center of the World Council of
Churches, at Chateau de Bossey,
Switzerland.

attitude to be taken by Christians towards other faiths, and
dealing in detail with the evangelistic approach to the great nonChristian faiths." It is no exaggeration to say that this book
made Kraemer one of the most
influential missionary thinkers
of our time. Naturally, Christians
in America are anxious to find
out how Kraemer's thinking has
developed since the late 1930's.

~l~~~~~~d s~~~;u~~~~ no~t ~;;r;~~

1-

•

er's recent lectures at the Uni- ""'
versity of Chicago, it may be
worthwhile to depict some of his ~
main observations. Dr. Kraemer's
views may be summarized, for
our discussion, into three sec- ..
tions.
~
(a) Religious Situation in the
West.
>Kraemer finds two contradictory trends in the West. On the
one hand he observes facts which
lead to a pessimistic prognosis

In the United States, Dr.
Kraemer is widely known as the
author of The Christian Message
In A Non-Christian World
(1938). In this book the author
tried to "state the fundamental
position of the Christian Church
as a witness-bearing body in the
modern world, relating this to
different conflicting views of the
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+ both in Europe and America. On
the other hand, he also observes
' ~ facts which lead to an optimistic
• ., prognosis. His analysis of the religious situation in the modern
• West is based on his distinction
_, between "faith" and "religion."
For instance, he argues that
• while Christianity as an institu-+ tionalized religion may gain
prestige and acceptance in Amer.. ica, the Christian faith may be
threatened by man's humanistic
faith in his self-dependence.
(b) The ChJ;istian World Mis•
sion and the Younger Churches.
•
Unfortunately, according to
Kraemer, much of the Christian
missionary work abroad has been
'"' motivated by institutional promotional interests and not by the
genuine witness of the Christian
• faith. The result is that the so-' called "younger chur hes," or
the native Christian churches in
traditionally non-Christian Asia
and Africa, have a long way to
go before they become "indigenous" in ethos and practice.
(c) The Non-Christian Re• ligions.
Kraemer feels that, by and
.I
large, Christians in the West
tend to underrate the inner
spiritual dynamics of great non~ Christian religions, such as Is_. lam, Hinduism, and Buddhism.
During the last century Christian missions were conducted on
~

~
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the assumption that non-Christian religions were losing ground
and that they would eventually
decline. Kraemer not only rejects
this naive view, but prophesies
that an increasing number of
Westerners may be vulnerable to
the propaganda of the sophisticated forms of Islam, Hinduism,
and Buddhism.
While we may not agree completely with Professor Kraemer's
analysis, his views are to be taken
seriously, considering his .long
years of service in mission fields,
his learning, and his dedication
to the causes of the Christian
world mission and the ecumenical movement. Thus, it may be
worthwhile for us to reexamine
and reevaluate our own views on
the three major problems suggested by Dr. Kraemer.
~

The Religious Situ ation
In the West
Although it is impossible to
separate the Christian "faith"
from Christianity as an organized "religion," we have to admit that these two dimensions
have all too often been confused in our minds. Our difficulties are multiplied by the fact
that today there are so many different interpretations of the
Christian faith, as well illustrated by the recent Christmas issue
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of Life Magazine. Even within
our Protestant families, great differences exist between such no·
tables as Norman Vincent Peale
and Reinhold Niebuhr, or between Billy Graham and Paul
Tillich. Some say that the Christian faith stands for'' loyalty to
Jesus Christ as the Lord and
Saviour; others stress that it is
the spirit of altruistic service
based on the Golden Rule and
the Sermon on the Mount; still
others emphasize that Christian
faith is the desire and passion
for a deeper knowledge and love
of God. All Christians agree,
however, that ~he faith derived
from the life and teaching of
Jesus Christ does not pretend to
offer information about the universe; rather it aims at transformation and conversion.
Historically, the Chris t i a n
faith inherited the main tenets
of the Old Testament. The
prophets spoke of the coming of
a new age of righteousness, justice and peace. And the faith of
the early church rested on the
belief that the Old Testament
prophecies have now been fulfilled and the expected M~ssiah
has now appeared in the person
of Jesus of Nazareth. Also, the
early church believed that the
hope of all mankind is realized
with the Cross and the Resurrection of Christ, and that the

crisis of history has been reached
and the essential victory won.
Nevertheless, the Bible is cautious in emphasizing that the
final fruits of that victory cannot be realized fully in this
earthly life.
The early church was insignificant as an institutionalized religion. 1t was no more than a
small group of followers, mostly
women, children and slaves,
looked down upon, despised and
persecuted in the Roman Empire. And yet, these Christian
communities were knit together
with joyful anticipation of the
coming of the end of the world
when the Son of God would return as Redeemer and Judge.
Thus, "they devoted themselves
to the apostles' teaching and
fellowship, to the breaking of
bread and the .prayers" (Acts
2:42). Indeed, the early church
was an eschatological (preoccu·
pied with the end of the world),
Eucharistizing assembly. Jn this
connection, it is significant that
the author of First Peter writes:
"Dearly beloved, J beseech you
as strangers and pilgrims," paraphrasing Psalm 39. There is a
difference in outlook, however.
While the ancient Psalmist
thought of himself as a sojourner
because he could not find his
own end ("For man walketh in
a vam shadow .. .he heapeth
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riches, and cannot tell who shall
gather them"), Christians real~
ized they were sojourners be.., cause they knew their own end.
As Christianity expanded in
the Mediterranean world, and as
Christians began to feel that the
end of the world was not impending, or perhaps had been
• partially realized in the Pentecost, they had to come to terms
with the problems of this world.
In addition to the Scriptures
some systematic statement of belief was called for; thus came the
Creeds. Christianity also developed Cults, blending the Hebrew, Greek, .and Latin elements.
Gradually, Christian communities developed a hierarchical
clerical system and social groupings. Thus, the early emphasis on
faith, based on the experience
of the Resurrection of Christ,
was slowly replaced by an emphasis on "authority" (Canons,
Creeds, and Orders). Beginning
with the 4th Century, the
Church, which earlier had been
understood as a spiritual assembly existing in the world but
not of the world, became the religion of the Empire. In fact, the
Empire and the Church co-existed with two heads-the Emperor
and the Pope or bishop of Rome.
Supported by the Emperors, the
medieval church expanded, with
monastic orders and other edu-
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cational and social media. The
character of medieval Christianity is clearly seen in the Crusades, which were motivated by
political, economic, a n d religious interests.
This does not mean, however,
that the medieval church forgot
the faith altogether. The simple
faith of Francis of Assisi, for instance, speaks eloquently for
humble and dedicated Christian
souls who lived in the midst of,
and in spite of, the corrupt state
of the institutionalized church.
Indeed, when Martin Luther,
himself a child of the medieval
church, was called to reform the
church, thousands of men and
women followed him in choosing the path of "faith."
Fortunately or unfortunately,
the Christian faith cannot exist
in a vac~um. The Christian
faith has always been the faith of
a community of believers, which
r e q u i res an institutionalized
structure. And the faith of
Protestantism is no exception.
With the decline of the Holy
Roman Empire, Protestant
bodies became state churches in
Scandinavia, Eng 1 and, and
Northwestern Europe. In the
meantime the intellectual climate of Europe changed, and
faith began to be questioned by
reason. One might say that
Protestantism, as well as Catholi-
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cism, faced a double danger-the
secularization of the church institution and internal attack on
faith by reason. This trend was
accelerated by the rise of scientific humanism during the last
century, and by the dis~ntegra
tion of political systems in the
present century. In receht years
the most extreme attack on
Christianity has come from Communism which may be characterized as a Christian heresy. According to Arnold Toynbee (in
his The World and The West)
Communism is "a Western criticism of the West's failure to live
up to her own Christian principles in the economic and social
life."
Today, keen observers, including Professor Kraemer, find
Europeans not only leaving the
institutionalized Chris t ian
churches but becoming increasingly skeptical of the Christian
faith. In medieval times Christian faith meant a cer.tainty and
security which enabled men and
women to go through this life of
chaos and darkness. After two
world wars, it is difficult for
Europeans to find such certitude
in t h e traditional Christian
faith. In short, Europe is rapidly becoming "post-Christian."
In America the situation appears to be different. A recent
article in a popular magazine,

Coronet (May 1955), comments
that "Agnosticism . . . is losing
ground. And so is atheism. Recent years have seen a growing
rapport between religion and its
one-time arch-enemy, science.
Religion's abandonment of antiscientific dogmas, its acceptance
of the findings of science as
proof of the majesty of God,
have made religion acceptable to
many people who would have
rejected it in former times."
Similar quotations may be multiplied, and impressive statistics
may be disclosed by various religious groups concerning increases in membership, church
attendance, and giving. On college campuses religious emphasis
week has become popular again.
Indeed, religion has become "acceptable" in America.
To be sure, age-old tensions
still exist between religion and
culture. Significantly, however,
these tensions are often not defined in religious terms. J t is
Culture which defines the tensions between church and state,
or religion and culture; and it is
Science which accepts religion
in the way science defines the
nature of religion. And consciously or unconsciously, some of
our popular hucksters of the
Gospel have accepted the role o(
religion as defined by culture
and science. In an illuminating
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book, The Optional God,
Stephen Bayne states that while
• we do not readily deny God's
~ existence, we look at the possibility of God as a helpful supplement to the real dynamics of
life. "It makes no fundamental
difference whether He exists or
t not. It i~ useful to Western so.' ciety to believe in Him, and
such belief is to be commended;
on the other hand, the basic activities of our democracies must
be constructed to get along without Him."
It may well be that we do not
really understand the religious
situation in America unless, as
Sidney Mead reminds us, we
recognize a subterranean religion of Democracy which underlies all organized religions.
Probably, we should not call
Democracy a religion. Nevertheless, Americans of all creeds affirm a deep-felt faith that "all
men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights,
~ that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness." But the peculiar temptation of Christians in America is
to interpret the Christian faith
through their faith in Democracy, rather than vice versa ..
1
George Bernard Shaw's Common
Sense About the War is a good
reminder to Christians in Amer-
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ica that the Christian faith cannot be used as a "tool" for any
purpose, however, noble though
the purpose may be. Indeed, the
greatest danger facing Christians
in America, in this "Indian
Summer of Religion," is to absolutize, not God, but religion.
o;:.

The Christian World
Mission and the
Younger Churches
There is a famous story that
Jesus met Socrates, Buddha, Muhammad, and Confucius in
heaven. All others proudly told
of the magnificent buildings and
organizations they had left behind, and they were confident
that their successors would expand the gigantic organizations
which they had built. But Jesus
was quiet. Curious at his silence,
the others asked him what he
had left behind on earth, and
Jesus said: "I have left no organization, no building, no book,
no successors, but I have left
disciples to carry on the witness.'.' And they asked Jesus,
"But is there any guarantee that
all of them will live up to your
expectations?" And Jesus said,
"No, there is no guarantee, but
they cannot let me down, for I
have no other plan!"
Curiously, however, the his-
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toric expansion of Christianity
was not motivated solely by the
genuine witness of the Christian
faith. During the first three centuries Christians were persecuted.
But as Chri.~tianity became the
religion of the Empire the tables
were turned; thus, · Charlemagne
cried: "Baptism or Death!"
In the 7th century, the expansion of Christianity was seriously impeded by the rise of
Islam. Unfortunately, eastern
and western "Christian" empires
were exhausted by continued
warfare against one another,
and many Christians preferred
to live under Muslim rulers.
This fact explains, at least in
part, why within ten years of
·M uhammad's death Iraq, all
Syria-the home of Christianity
-and Egypt-one of the chief
centers of early Christianitycame under Muslim rule. Soon
Morocco, Spain, and part of
France were in the sphere of
Muslim influence, and the intellectual and cultural leadership
hifted from Christianity to Islam. In fact, Spain was not freed
from the Muslims until 1492.
Before the Crusades, the most
active missionary group of Christians were the heretical Nestorians who fled from Syria to the
Orient. Nestorian missiOnaries
established churches in India,
China, and Central Asia. AI-

though most of the missionary
communities established by them
had disappeared before the 13th
century, there are significant
remnants today, such as the Mar
Thoma Churches in South India.
It must also be mentioned that
the Nestorian minorities which
survived until this century in
Iran and Iraq were badly reduced by massacres during and
following World War I.
In the West, the Church, with
the aid of the monastic orders,
succeeded in converting barbarians; Augustine of Canterbury
was sent to England toward the
end of the 6th century, and Boniface to Germany in the 8th century. Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Greenland, Poland, and Hungary
were converted between 800 and
1100. But outside Europe, Western Christendom did not extend
its in[]uence until the 16th century. Jt is significant that the
Protestant Reformers did not .
take an active interest in missionary work among non-Christians.
The Protestant Reformation,
started by Martin Luther in the
16th century, was soon followed
by the Counter Reformation of
the Roman Catholic Church.
One of the great features of the
Counter Reformation was the
rise of the Society of Jesus, commonly known as the Jesuits. The
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Jesuit m1sswnaries followed the
overseas empires of Spain and
Portugal-India, the Philippines
and South America-before the
end of the 16th century. We may
not agree with the methods
adopted by the early Jesuits;
nevertheless we have to admire
their courage and devotion to
the cause of the missionary work.
Notable among the Jesuits was
Francis Xavier, who established
churches in India and Japan.
With the rise of Protestant
colonial powers, the Catholic nations' overseas empires declined.
But Protestant missionary work
overseas did not begin until the
end of the 18th century. There
were many reasons for this delay in the missionary enterprise
of the Protestant churches in
Europe. First, Protestantism and
nationalism developed side by
side, and Protestant churches became state churches; in this setting the spiritual care of colonial
peoples was regarded a responsibility of the Crown and not of
the Church. Second, Protestant
countries were threatened by
Deism and Rationalism during
the "age of reason."
But the pendulum swung once
again. Pietism developed first in
Germany, reacting against
rationalism and Protestant scholasticism. The Pietists emphasized faith and individual re-
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ligious experience. ' 'Vhile rationalists in Europe were enchanted
by the discovery of Confucianism
and Hinduism, Pietists were determined to "save" the heathens
of China and India from hellfire.
We are indebted to these Pietists
for the establishment of private
Protestant m1sswnary societies,
independent of the state and of
the established c h u r c he s in
Europe ..
For the most part, Protestant
missionary societies did not receive much encouragement from
colonial officials who were preoccupied with the economic
gains from the colonies. In the
19th century, however, Western
colonial powers became interested in spreading the gospel of
Western culture and civilization
to Asia. The new Western policy
was dramatically illustrated by
Macaulay who in 1834 decided
to educate "Indians in blood and
c:olor, but English in taste, in
opinion, in morals, and in intellect." Thus, colonial officials began to look favorably on Christian missionary work among the
natives. European missionaries
began to spread the Gospel
under the urn brella of the colonial powers. Inevitably, the native Christian churches in Asia
became religious and cultural
colonies of the West. Although
the United Statt:s did not in-
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dulge in the imperialistic expansion in Asia and Africa, American missionaries worked primarily in the political and cultural
spheres of European colonial
powers. In the course of time, the
so-called missions developed into
highly institutionalized, promotional and bureaucratized enterprises.
During and after World War
I, people in the Middle East and
Asia became fascinated with the
ideal of self-determinism. With
the decline of European powers,
a political independence movement arose in the colonies. The
continued European political
and economic control of the
Middle East and much of Asia
have caused nationalist leaders
of these areas to engage in an
all-out campaign against Western
domination. Unfortunately, the
policy makers of the Christian
missionary work failed to feel
the pulse of the new climate.
The missionary work continued
to be operated from London and
New York, thus giving nationalist leaders in Asia every excuse
to criticize the Christian missionary endeavor as a residual
form of Western cultural imperialism.
Since World War II, there
have been radical changes in
Asia and Africa. Not only have
former colonies gained political

independence but, as observed
by Dr. Kraemer, the people in
Asia and Africa are no longer +the same as before the war. An ,.
Australian scholar-statesman, W.
MacMahon Ball, m a book
Nationalism and Communism in
East Asia, calls our attention to
the three-fold revolution in con- (temporary Asia. First, it is a revolt against colonialism; second, ~
it is a social and economic revolution; and third, it is a determination that Asia will be its own
master. The crucial character of
the situation may be illustrated
by the fact that in South and
East Asia alone considerably
more than a billion people are
undergoing this three-fold revolution.
Ironically, our Christian missionary structure, despite a desperate effort to shift gears, has
not been able to emancipate itself from the deadweight of the
last century. We give lip service
to the changing situation in the
world. But in actual practice we
act as though the world has not •
changed significantly. We train
missionary candidates much the
same way as before. Western
miSSIOnaries till have paternalIStic attitudes towards native
Christians. Even delegates from
the younger churches to ecumenical conferences are selected from
among the most Westernized ele-
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ments of the native Christians.
And we still send Asiatic and
African Christian leaders to the
Western educational institutions
for "higher" training. In short,
we are still working hard to
model native Christian churches
after our own image.
No wonder the "younger
churches," or the native Christian churches in traditionally
non-Christian Asia and Africa,
are not "indigenous" in ethos
and practice.
In the initial period of Protestant missionary work, European missionaries were anxious
to isolate new native converts
from their ."pagan" surroundings. As such, they established
what were later called "mission
compounds." Inevitably missionaries taught not only the
Christian Gospel but Western
ideas and ideals. Too often
"loyalty to Christ" was tested by
"loyalty to missionaries." Tragically these "mission compounds"
with all their peculiarities developed into self-perpetuating
institutions, often regarded as
the norm of the Christian
church. In retrospect we see
clearly that mission compound
orientation de-nationalized and
de-culturalized the native converts. It is little wonder that nationalist leaders react emotionally against the alien-ness of
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Christian churches in Asia. And
the younger churches are today
caught between the emotional
nationalism of Asia and the
residual Western-ness of their
own background. We can see
this problem clearly in the case
of education.
In the 19th century, when
Christian missionaries founded
mission schools in the less advanced parts of the world, the
educational standards of these
nations were low in terms of
scientific education. Christian
missionaries taught, not only the
Christian faith, but also other
subjects according to the principles of Western education. In
most cases, -Christian schools
pioneered in women's education,
kindergarten and nursery schools,
too. In the course of time, secular education in these hations
advanced rapidly, often surpassing the standards of mission
schools in personnel and financial backing. For financial reasons alone, it is not likely that
mission schools will be able to
compete ."standard-wise" with
native gov~rnment schools in the
long run. In . this situation, advocates of continuation suggest
that unless the church maintains
the mission schools it will be impossible to give adequate religious education to the younger
generation in these otherwise
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non-Christian nations. Their opponents quickly point out that
the mission schoor may fill the
chapel but it is not providing
adequate education, and that it
will require tremendous financial resources to enable the mission school to keep up with the
government schools.
As stated before, the younger
churches are a tiny minority,
numerically speaking; and they
can hardly be expected to
shoulder the financial responsibilities of maintaining Westernized schools, hospitals, and other
institutions. Indeed, these institutions inherited from the last
century are turning out to be
mixed blessings. With such white
elephants the younger churches
will never ·become self-supporting churches, and yet continued
financial support from the West
for the maintenance of these
"mission" institutions . will seriously embarrass the native Christians who are determined to
manage their own affairs.
Furthermore, in many parts of
Asia the younger churches are
not sensitive to the social, political and cultural change of
their own society. So often leaders of the younger churches represent the upper middle class of
pre-war society which is quickly
disappearing. Temperamentally
they resent the revolutionary

changes around them and are
nostalgic for the "good old days."
Little do they realize that the
contemporary Asian revolution
is, as McMahon Ball reminds us,
not only a revolt against colonialism but a social and economic
revolution; common men are rebelling against the pre-war status
quo. And Christianity has no :.,.
grass roots for it has been conI
centrating on the upper middle .,.
class of the pre-war society. How
soon can the younger church adjust to the new situation? A sen- ~
sitive Indian Christian, Chand- ~
ran Devanesen, writes about this
dilemma in his poem, "Lines to ,
a Rickshaw Puller," (The Cross
is Lifted, 1954).
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I pass you by like a hundred
others ,
who also pass you by -and the road may be the road
from Jerusalem to Jericho for all
we know.
I would like to put my hands on
your shoulder
and say to you, "Comrade,
there is One who died for us
and dying m a d e us blood
brothers."
But I am filled with the cowardice
of ,the well-dressed -for clothes are by no means
flimsy
when it comes to erecting barrien
between man and man.
•

•

•
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0

Day after day I pass you by,
you the man by the roadside
and I the priest and the Levite
rolled in one,
passing you by.
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In the meantime, the danger
of the younger churches is not
their possible disappearance but
their continued sterile existence,
which, seen from the outside,
has all the appearances of Christianity, but, seen from within,
is dehydrated from a lack of contact with the dynamiCs of society.
In short, the native Christian
~- churches are far from being "indigenous" in contemporary Asia
and Africa.
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significant step in the right direction in the Christian approach
to the non-Christian religions.
Those of us who had the good
fortune to attend this conference, however, came home with
many searching questions.
After the conference, Erik W.
Nielsen, the Research Secretary
of the IMC, London, lamented
that while up to fifteen or
twenty years ago Western Christian missionaries in the overseas
mission
fields produced compeQ.
tent scholars of world religions,
today missiOnaries no longer
The Non-Christian
seem to produce such scholars. It
Religions
should also be pointed out in
In July, 1955, the Internation- this connection that competent
al Missionary Council (IMC) scholars of non-Christian reand the World Council of ligions are almost non-existent
Churches (WCC) jointly spon- among American Christians.
sored a conference on "CprisOne might argue that the days
· tianity and the Non-Christian of the Western missionaries are
Religions" in Davos, Switzer- gone, and that from now on naland. Among the participants tive Christians "in Asia and Africa
were George Appleton (from should be encouraged to engage
Great Britain, as an expert on in the study of non-Christian
Ruddhism), Robert H. L. Slater religions. This argument is in
(Canada, Buddhism), J. Sweet- part true. There is no question
man and S. Trimingham (Great that in the future native ChrisBritain, Islam) Sverre Holth tians should develop such schol(Norway, Chinese Religions), E. a'rship. Unfortunately, there is a
C. DeWick (Great Britail}. Hin- great psychological problem induism), S. Kulandran (Ceylon, volved. As stated before, the
Hinduism), D. T. Niles (Ceylon, younger churches are heirs to the
Buddhism), and B. Sundkler so-called "Mission Compound"
(Sweden, African Religions). In of the last century in which namany ways this conference was a tive converts were isolated from
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the religious and cultural streams
of their surroundings. Consequently, many native Christians
in Asia and Africa feel closer
emotionally to Christians of their
sister churches in Europe and
America than to their non·
Christian neighbors. To be sure,
some natives who are well versed
in non-Christian religions and
philosophies are converted, but
then this knowledge is neglected
in favor of scholarship in Western theology and philosophy.
What is needed is not the
study of non-Christian religions
to the exclusion of Christian
theology, or vice versa, but the
study of both. And such twodimensional scholarship should
not be the monopoly of native
Christians in Asia and Africa.
If one is permitted to make a
prophecy it may even be stated
that in the future only those
Western missionaries who are
willing to undergo the discipline of such two-dimensional
training will be welcomed by
the younger churches. And such
111issiomiries are badly needed!
Our insistence on such scholarship does not imply that knowledge should supersede faith. Not
at all! Nevertheless the church
must have these scholarly resources in order to be an effective instrument of the divine
enterprise. One example may

suffice to make this point clear.
During the 1920's, under the influence of the so-called "liberal"
theology of America, some native Christians in Asia advocated
a syncretistic approach. Actually,
they were a tiny minority among
the native Christian churches
which were in general painfully
conservative. But they were an
articulate and vocal minority,
and their voices were heard by
many. These "liberals" insisted
that the simple teachings of
Jesus be stripped from their
"Jewish trappings." They even
suggested, for example, t h a t
Christians in India ought to replace the Old Testament with
some of the sacred books of Hinduism, such as the BhagavadGita. In the light of this suggestion, the simple Christian faith
was on serious trial. An intelligent response to this proposal
requires profound insight and
knowledge concerning Christian
theology and non-Christian religions. This particular question,
and numerous other equally important questions, have not been
dealt with adequately as yet.
Hence the urgency of a serious
study of non-Christian religions
by consecrated Christian scholars, both in the East and the
West!
l n one of his lectures at the
University of Chicago, Profess01
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Kraemer suggested that the problems faced by the Christian
church in her encounter with
non-Christian religions today are
far more serious than the problems the church faced in the
Greco-Roman world during the
first four centuries. The import
of Kraemer's statement has not
been fully appreciated by most
Christians today.
One of the chief reasons for
this indifference on the part of
Christians is the fact that Christianity, in spite of its claim to
be the universal religion, has
been confined historically to the
Western culture world. It is true
that Christianity was not a European religion in · its origin and
spiritual heritage, and it encountered difficult problems in
reference to Greco-Roman culture 'and religions. Fortunately,
early Christian apologists could
depend on the experience of
Jewish apologists who before the
time of Christ attempted to interpret the tenets of Jewish faith
in terms of Greek philosophy.
Starting with St. Paul, all the
Christian apologists during the
first four centuries engaged in a
similar apologetic task, interpreting the Christian faith in the
thought-forms of their age. A
good example is found in St.
Augustine of Hippo who was
well versed m Manicheanism
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and Neo-Platonism. But after
Christianity established itself as
the religion of the great Roman
Empire it found no formidable
competitor.
Historians remind us that
during the Middle Ages three
monotheistic religions - Islam,
Judaism, and Christianity-intertwined around the Mediterranean, and that many Christian
students enrolled in Muslim universities, and vice versa. However, both Judaism and Islam
shared with Christianity the
same "Semitic" origin and cardinal theological doctrines such
as "revelation" and "scriptural
authority." B:owever, with the
Crusades, Islam became a military foe, and Judaism retired to
the ghettos. In fact, Islam became a stone wall between European Christendom and the great
religions of Asia. Until the 18th
century, both Protestants and
Catholics in Europe were more
concerned with heretics than
with "pagans." Even though
European Christians knew little
about other religions, non-Christians were regarded as sharing
some kind of common denominator with Christians. As such,
paganism was considered a sin of
ignorance rather than . wilful rejection of grace as in the case of
heretics.
During. the 17th and 18th cen-
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turies, European knowledge of
the outer world increased. This
was a period when the Asiatic
religions and cultures were at
their lowest ebb and did not present any serious threat to Christianity and European culture.
In Europe, there was an increasing emphasis on "reason," and
among some "enlightened" Europeans there developed a notion
that perhaps all human history
is a single historical process
through which God mysteriously
works and that all religions have
partial truths, as exemplified in
the famous book Nathan The
Wise. As mentioned earlier, the
Pietist P r o t e s t a n t missions
abroad were a reaction against
this relativism.
It may be interesting to note
the changes in the Christian attitude towards non-Christian religions in our own century. For
instance, the 1910 Edinburgh
Conference advocated the motto
"Immediate Conquest of the
World m Our Generation."
However, at the 1928 Jerusalem
Conference all religions-Christian and non-Christian- were regarded more or less ~s co-workers
for the same spiritual cause,
fighting against the great common enemy, secularism. A similar note was echoed in a book,
Re-thinking Miss ions, the Report of the Laymen's Foreign

~1

Missions · Inquiry. It said, in
part: "The aim of Christian
missions is to seek with other ._
people of other lands, a true ..
knowledge and love of God, expressing in life and word what
we have learned through Christ,
and endeavoring to give effect to
his spirit in the life of the
world." Needless to say, these
friendly words of American
Christian laymen were warmly
welcomed by non-Christian religious leaders in Asia. At the ..
same time, R e-Thinking Missions
was severely criticized by theologians of N e o-0 r t h o d o x persuasion, notably by Hendrik
Kraemer who wrote the famous
Th e Clu·istian M essage in a NonCfu·istian World as preparatory
material for the 1938 World ..
Missionary Con fer en c e in
Madras, India. Unfortunately,
post-World War II ecumencial
conferences have been primarily
concerned with internal problems and have hardly discussed ._ ,
the Christian approach to nonChristian religions.
In the meantime, marked
changes have occun-ed within
non-Christian religions. During
the 18th and 19th centuries Eastern religions met the advance of Christianity with a defensive attitude, and some of their spokesmen even expressed admiration '11
for the teaching of Jesus. For in-
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stance, the famous Bengali poetphilosopher, Rabindranath Tagore, in his article "The Appeal
of Christ in India", said, "Who
• else has done so much?" After
the turn of the century, nonChristian religious leaders began
.... to regard Christianity as one of
the world religions and envisaged
a genuine co-operation among
all religions on an equal footing.
Mahatma Gandhi condemned all
efforts at conversion from one
.. religion to another, and many
Hindu and Buddhist leaders sincerely hoped to see some sort of
"League of Religions," patterned
after the League of Nations.
After World Wa.r II, a new trend
developed among some of the
non-Christian leaders. As Chris• tians insist that their faith alone
points to ultimate truth and salvation, so some contemporary
non-Christian spokesmen insist
t h a t all religions, including
Christianity, will have to be fulfilled in their own faith.
Today, articulate spokesmen of
• various non-Christian religions
are beginning to influence many
Westerners with their interpretation of Christianity. These
men are well versed not only in
• their own religious traditions but
also in Western philosophy and
Christianity. For instance, Sarve• palli Radhakrishnan, former professor of philosophy at All Souls'
~
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College, Oxford, and presently
vice-president of 1ndia, interprets Christianity in terms of
Hinduism in his new book Recovery of Faith. In this book he
suggests that the "Christian rehgtOn is the continuation and
restoration of the ancient religions, of something eternal, the
Law which Christ came to fulfill
but not to destroy .... " Thus, he
continues, "to be a Christian is
not the profession of an outward creed but the living of an
inward life." In a similar vein,
apologetic theologians of Buddh .sm and Islam also interpret
Christianity in their own terms.
We must understand the significance of such a non-Christian
apologetic theology addressed to
non-Christian religions. And yet,
many Christians are still under
the happy illusion that nonChristian religions are bound to
decline and non-Christians will
sooner or later come under the
sway of Christianity. Today,
many Christians attribute the resurgence of Asiatic religions to
the emotional nationalism of
new independent Asian nations.
This is undoubtedly true in one
sense. But we might do well to
recall Professor Kraemer's view
that I s I am, Hinduism, and
Buddhism are spiritually alive,
and that increasing numbers of
Westerners may be vulnerable to
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the propaganda of the sophisticated forms of these non-Christian religions.
Facing the contemporary dynamic resurgence of non-Christian religions, Christians should
not regard it merely as theological competition among religions.
Nor should we regard the revolutionary changes in Asia and
Africa as a bad omen for institutionalized Christianity. At least
one Christian statesman, Charles
Malik, the Ambassador from
Lebanon to the United States
and Lebanon's representative at
the United Nations, finds a
deeper meaning in the contemporary world situation. He says:
"Christ has been at work all
along, in ways past our comprehension, to bring about the rise
of the East. Jt is impossible for
Christians not to pray for and
bless every genuine attempt at
dignity and independence, every

craving for freedom and equality, every desire on the part of
the peoples of Asia and Africa to
exploit their resources for their
own benefit and to realize their
potentialities to the full. These
are as much the children of God,
'created in his own image,' as ._
anybody else and Christ died as
much for them as for you and
me." (Advance, Nov. 1, 1954)
And the resurgence of nonChristian religions must also be
seen in this cosmic setting. lt is
not easy for Christians to find
an easy answer in this turbulent
era. We shall have to wrestle
with the problems of non-Christian religions for many years to
come.

..

In the meantime, who among
Christians will accept the chal- "'
lenge and face the claims of nonChristian religions in the name
of their Master?

Old Chinese legend
or

A Parable of Power

1--

By

WALTER SoRELL

Drama Editor

,I ,.-

•

CHARACTERS:
The Emperor
Dignitaries:
Kuan Chang
Chin Yi
Shih K'uang
Chang Chi
The Voice of an Infant
The Voice of a Mother
The Voice of Wind and Rain

Rain is whipping a Chinese landscape,
plaguing man in the country and city.
The rain does not even halt before
the Emperor's palace where it splashes
against its marble and gold and runs
down its silver-framed windows. We now
see the interior of the palace with
its gilded throne. The
Emperor
(Hardiy more than a boy - this pm·t
should be played by a girl of about
fifteen - rises slowly, moves to the
window, gazes anxiously and sadly out
upon the heavy rain, returns to the
haU ,and resumes his seat at the edge
of the throne. After a short while he
striltes a gong)
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Kuan Chang
(Enters with great ceremony)
The sound of your command, my Prince,
bring~ me bowing to your feet.
Emperor
Kuan Chang, my friend ... friend of my soul!
Friend, I said, not minister or counselor...
Does any other word weigh heavier than this?
It's deeper than the dark and lighter than all hope ...
(He pauses, looks out the window again)
You've always been so close to me,
closest to my heart, I could always call you
and could speak to you as to a father.
You have given help and counsel
when the prison of my thoughts
has held me captive. Hear me then!
Don't let me beg in vain, dispel the anguish
by which my days and nights are darkened
and thrown into a frightful pit of fear.
Kuan Chang
Could I decipher the unknown letters
written into the eyes of man, I'd be
a sorcerer, serving sinister spirits,
and not Your Majesty's most humble servant.
Emperor
You want to know what troubles me?
If you have ears, then listen to the sound
of sadness, to this music of monotony.
If you have eyes, then lift them to the heavens,
for their darkness shrouds my soul.
Endlessly their tears tear loose and,
bearing such strange foreboding speech,
accuse us witl_l ~he tongue of the tormented.
Kuan Chang
Accuse us .. ? Accuse of what, Your Majesty?
Of being human? Of failing where our wisdom
fails us, where our strength deceives
what wishful thinking wants us to take
for truth?

... .
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Emperor
I ask you, have we done
such wrong that the heavens must cry?
Are those tears not charge and challenge?
Kuan Chang
It is the salt of tears that fertilizes

the earth so that it may bring forth
new harvests. And does not life thus teach
us daily that the lofty and the lowly,
that good and evil dwell under the same roof?

Emperor
But isn't it man's sacred duty,
man, who holds the key to himself,
to cleanse his house of vileness
and abomination? Did you not teach me
that only he who learned to serve
can prove to be a master?
0 Kuan Chang, all I have always wished for
was to be a good father to my people,
to be their master while serving them!
J{uan Chang
Have you ever doubted that you did
your duty? did it well?
Emperor
All I did
was what you told me.
Kuan Chang
Which only proves
my point.
Emperor
Now listen, Kuan Chang,
and help me. Day after day this rain
descends, with whipping fingers,
dripping wet, and daily am I
tortured by the thought that this city
of our fathers may harbor many people
who are too poor to own a hat
to protect them from the flood.
Now you know the question
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to which I must have soon your answer.
Don't delay and lift from me
this aching anguish and this burning burden.

J

Kuan Chang
Prince of Heaven, answer will I bring you
and your sorrow will I banish. You shall
remain a good father to your people.
Emperor
Weep in thought, exits slowly)
Kuan Chang
(Kneels down in front of the empty throne, as if in prayer)
Let me be a good servant of God
and a faithful servant to my master.
On his behalf let there be no one in
this city, the city of our fathers,
who for need of a hat remains unprotected
in this downpour!
(He gets up)
The Nameless
is the origin of Heaven and Earth,
the Named is the Mother pf All things . . .
(He pauses)
When we do not name them, things do not
exist ... (He paces the room, meditating)
Not to be may, under circumstances,
be more useful than existence.
Thirty spokes unite around the nave;
from their not-being arises the utility
of the wheel. Cut out doors and windows
in the house, from the empty space arises
the utility of the house . ..
(He stops before the throne as if talking to the Emperor)
Absolute existence
does not exist. Don't we all only exist
in relation to someone else's existence?
(He sounds a gong)
(Enters)

Chin Yi
Kuan Chang has summoned me.

.]
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Kuan Chang
No summon ever can be as strong
as your- own will and wish, Chin Yi.
What good would it serve me,
if you were here with me in the cloak
of unwillingness? Would you not be
like a shell without content,
or a body without soul?
Chin Yi
Show me how to open the shell,
show me how to make my soul
dance on my skin and I will ·have
convinced you.
Kuan Chang
Now I know that Chin Yi is still
my friend. And let there be no doubt
about it: I'm well disposed to you.
Chin Yi
Never will I doubt it, whatever
your command may be.
Kuan Chang
Command?
0 what an ugly word that only flowers
on walls of hidden resistance. It grows
in the shadow of doubt and feeds on fear.
Chin Yi
Then let me read from your lips
the thoughts between your words!
Kuan Chang
Our Son of Heaven is oppressed by sorrow.
Look out the window. This picture
painted grey on grey grew on his mind.
Threatening clouds drift across the sunshine
of his heart. And just as somber
as the days and nights without
so are his mind and mood within.
His soul is far adrift on the ocean
of melancholy and we must call it back.
There is no heart that feels like his,
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feels with the rich and with the poor.
This heart of his, magnanimous and great,
is anxious but to know whether within the land
there be one son of his without protection
of a hat and so exposed to the mercy
of the elements. It is his wish and therefore
mine to ascertain this. I shall await your answer
and convey it to the Prince of Heaven without
delay. May the glad tidings you will bring,
burst like the morning sun on the horizon,
and in his soul disperse the bleakness
of the night.
(He exits)

Chin Yi
Did not the light emerge
from darkness? And does not joy exist
because we know of pain? And don't we always
sweep the dust of events into the corner
of forgetfulness since life has taught us
to keep the house of our mind clean? Or is it
that we can only live because we can forget?
Is not life hourly born in the well of oblivion?
(He sounds a gong. Shi K'uang enters)
Shi K'uang
Shih K'uang, your servant.
Chin Yi
Shih K'uang, do you still remember
the words of our great teacher who said:
Many must weep that one may laugh.
Shih Kuang
When I chose to live with the sword,
I cut those words as motto into
the stone above my door.
Chin Yi
Does it not mean that tears are
like rain that washes the sky blue?
Shih K'uang
A soldier can't afford to define things.
He must not think farther than his sword
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Chin Yi
Then let this flower of memory strengthen
your faith in the rightness of the task
for which the Son of Heaven has chosen you.
At his command go forth and make sure
that there is no man so poor
in this city, the city of our fathers,
as to be hatless aP-1 exposed
to the fury of this storm.
Shih K'uang
But isn't this impossible - unless
I do remove the heads I find uncovered?
Chin Yi
We must not h ave our thoughts on our tongue,
Shih K'uang. A good soldier keeps them
hidden in the sheath of his sword.
Shih K'uang
Diplomacy is not my dish of tea.
I cannot weigh my words on the scale
against deeds which aren't their
true translation. Shall I kill those -Chin Yi
Kill! Kill! What cruel sound!
Let's not hear it again! It hurts my ear.
Shih K'uang
This word has a different connotation
reaches lest his arm weaken and the steel
of his will become brittle and break.
I was taught that my philosophy must end
at arm's length. I am your servant.
in my vocabulary. It means the means
to an end, the execution of a necessity,
obedience to the laws of nature. And
its sound is different on my lips,
is matter-of-factish, cool like
the cutting knife: Kill! Kill!
Chin Yi
You are only the arm that acts,
but we must defend our deed
and account for it.
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Shih K'uang
And I only tried
to define the blueprint of your command
when I asked: Shall I have those killed who -Chin Yi
This is a question, Shih K'uang, and
you must not question.
Shih K'uang
But those who are
unprotected --Chin Yi
Are we not always unprotected
and without sanctuary in life?
Our Prince of Heaven suffers from this thought,
of the very heaven which endlessly
pours forth this rain and causes all
the thoughts of which he sickens.
Shih K'uang
I am a soldier, no physician!
Chin Yi
Then Shih K'uang, the soldier, will obey.
He must forward his master's command
and then report to me that he remains
his Emperor's faithful servant.
(He exits)

Shih K'uang
To remain master we must serve our masters.
(He st1·ikes a gong)
Chang Chi
(Bows himself in.)

Shih K'uang
Chang Chi has always been my trusted friend.
Chang Chi will be my trusted friend today.
The Son of Heaven has commanded
that from this hour there shall be no man
in the city of our fathers who remains
without a hat.
Chang Chi is to carry out this command.
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He will rep0rt to me that there is no man
left in this city of our fathers who is
unable to protect his head with a hat.
Chang Chi
But - (With an exp1·ession of sU1·prise and bewilde·rment)

Shih K'uang
But is an ugly word, it carries
the germs of freedom and mutiny.
Strike it from your mind and remember
that you are only the hand of the man
whose lips have spoken.
Chang Chi
(Bows and exits in silence)
The wind blows with even greater intensity
than before. The rain whips against walls
and windows. We hear a baby cry and then

..
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The Voice of a Mother
(Sin gin~)
Fear n·ot wind, my dear,
Wind is breath from heaven.
Fear not rain, my dear,
Rain is but the tear
God must weep to wet
The soil for you, my child,
And the wind must be
To bring His tears from heaven
Down to you, my dear.
Chin Yi
(Enters. The wind-swept, rain-whipped
music breaks into joyous rhythm at his
appearance. There is rhythm and joy zn
everybody's movements during the
following scene.)
Well, Shih K'uang?
Shih K'uang
(Whispers a few . words into his ears)
Chin Yi
Shih K'uang is not only a good soldier,
he is a good physician too. The surgeon
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must cause pain to still it. And sometimes
he knows that sleep is man's dearest friend .
Kuan Chang
(Enters excitedly, approaches Chin Yi who
whispers a few words into his ear)
Chin Yi is my soul's peaceful cushion.
Chin--Xi
I did little more than translate the words
of our teacher in to action:
Many must weep that one may laugh!
(All three dance to the joyful rhythm
of the music when the)

Emperor
(Enters. The music stops for a moment.
The dignitm·ies fall on their hnees.
As in the beginning the Empemr goes
to the window with dejected exp1·ession.
The music accompanies his movements in
intermittent and sad rhythm. He then
returns to the throne and sits down.)
The skies do not cease weeping.
They mourn the suffering of the universe.
Their tears speak eloquently to my heart
and fill it with infinite sadness.
How meaningless life would be, had we not
the power to help each other. To realize
that we are here and not for ourselves alone,
that only love lends meaning to existence!
I desire always to be a loving father
to my people. Rise Kuan Chang and answer me!
Kuan Chang
0 Prince of Heaven, whose benevolence
is all-embracing as are the oceans of
the world: You are_a good father to your people!
Chang Chi
(Rushes in breathlessly at this moment,
pmstrates himself before the thmn.e)
Empemr
(Rises) What message do you bring,
my faithful servant Chang Chi?

•
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Chang Chi
0 hear me, Son of Heaven!
There is not a single man
in our city, the city of our fathers,
who would be too poor to have a hat
to protect himself against
the rain and wind!
Emperor
(With a smile on his lips)
Then, after all, I am
a good father to my people!
(He stands erect, enraptured, in front
of his throne. Suddenly a shaft of
light overfloods his boyish figU?·e)
Kuan Chang
(Rushes to the window)
The rain has ceased -The Dignita1·ies
(Fall on ~heir knees again, the Emperor
alone stands erect, a small boy, full of joy,
surrounded by light and music. The dignitaries
speak as if in prayer, in a half singing
voice, th•e words:)
--Son of Heaven!
The music comes to a crescendo and the
curtain falls very slowly.

....
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Letter from

dress. I can see that I've been i
just drifting toward dark colors~
and pin stripes which make me
)..
look older than I am. A good
snappy sports coat and some
bow ties will roll the years right j
off. Maybe I'll get me a cap, too. ~
And exercise. I just pappened~ J
to remember the other day that
it has been five years since the I
last time I played golf. That's
bad. What I'm going to do is getj
me one of those scooter-things ~ 1
and set aside Saturday afternoons
for golf.
-.
In other words, I'm not going ., .
to let myself get old just because
I've lived a certain number of ~
years. There is still a lot of fun
to be had out of life, and the
way I've had to work I haven't 1
had nearly my share o£ it, so I
am going to go out and catch
up on what I have been missing. •
After all, it is just barely possible
that I may not have too many 1years left and what's the purpose
of living at all if you don't get '"'
a little enjoyment out of life? ..,
I was going to write a serious
piece about what half a century .,.
of living has taught me, but then ~
I decided against it. One of the
signs of growing old is looking
back. Better to forget the past
and keep your eye fastened on~
the future . Anyway, I am not so>sure that I actually have learned
a whole lot from life. I know 1-

JI

Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor:
Well, sir, I can hardly believe
it and I sure don't feel it, but
1956 minus 1906 lea'Ves fifty, so
I guess that's what I'm going to
be on the first of April. Just
imagine me being half a century
old! Why, I'm in better shape
than most teen-agers and I can
work longer and harder than any
man in my shop. Just goes to
show you, age is a matter of the
mind and it doesn't make much
difference what the calendar
says.
The trick now is to watch out
so that I don't start getting old.
I've developed a few bad habits
the last few years that I am going
to have to break if I want to enjoy these next thirty years and
I'm going to start right away
getting them under control. Like
this business of dozing off after
supper, for instance. There's no
reason why a vigorous guy like
me should sleep my evenings
away. What I'll do is take a walk
downtown after supper, o& something like that, to keep the old
circulation going.
Then there's this matter of
40
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you're supposed to, but to be
honest about it I don't feel half
as sure of anything today as I
did when I was in my twenties.
All I have got out of life so far
is more questions.
And some of the questions are
real puzzlers. Like why do you
start coming apart inside just
when you have everything comfortable outside? What I mean
is, when I was just starting out
in business I was as strong and
.. healthy as a mule, I slept like a
baby, and I didn't know the
meaning of aches and pains. But
I was as poor as a church mouse
and I had to work like a dog. So
now I have practically everything
that I ever wanted and what I
""' don't have I can afford to buy,
., but I can' t sleep through the
night any more without having
to get up two or three times, and
I've got a touch of bursitis (just
~
enough to irritate me), an d my
...
stomach isn't what it used to be.
You would think that somewhere
f--' along the line a man could have
"' a few years just to en joy instead
of always having something nag..- ging at the back of his mind.
But I don't want to sound like
'
I'm complaining. Actually, life

I
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has been very good to me. I was
telling the Missus just last night
that even if religion didn't pay
off in the world to come, it
would still be a good investment
just for what it gives you in this
life. And I meant it. I'm humble
enough to admit that what I
have done and what I have got
during these past fifty years was
not all my own doing. Looking
back, I can see that I was getting
a lot of help from Someone Else
and I would be a mighty small
man if I didn't acknowledge it.
And that gives me a lot of
hope for the future . I don' t
think I have ever behaved myself
better and been on better terms
with the Lord than I have been
these last few years. So whatever
comes, I expect more good things
than bad. Mostly, what I hope
the next few years will bring is
good marriages for the kids and
good health for the Missus and
myself.
Regards,
G. G.
P.S. - I imagine you sent me a
birthday present, in which case
you would want to know that it
has not arrived yet.

'ilteed-te

and MUSIC MAKERS
By

WALTER

Before discussing the Louisville 0 r c h e s t r a Commissions
which were recorded and issued
last year, I shall tell you about
the first disc in the 1956 series. I
shall do so because one of the
compositions it contains made a
profound impression on me
when I heard· it in Louisville last
October and because subesequent
hearings-by way of the excellent recording-have intensified
that impression.
The title of the work is And
the Fallen Petals: A Triolet for
Orchestm. The composer is Chou
Wen-chung, who was born in
Chefoo, China, July 28, 1923,
and now lives in Brooklyn.
I had several conversations
with Mr. Chou last fall. One day
we wandered for a while about
the grounds of the well-known
Stephen Foster shririe at Bardstown, Kentucky; one morning
we had breakfast together, and
on a number of other occasions
I asked Mr. Chou about his activities and his credo as a composer and about the characteristics of his music.
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It was apparent to me that Mr.
Chou is endowed with _ keen
and exceedingly sensitive mind.
During World War II he studied
I
civil engineering in China. In
1946 he came to this country to
study architecture at Yale Uni- .. J
versity. Soon, however, he deJ
cided to devote his life to music. ...
1
His teachers were Nicholas Slonimsky, Edgar Varese, an.d Otto
Luening. He teaches composition and orchestration at the
Greenwich House Music School
in New York City.

J

When I heard And the Fallen
Petals for the first time, I did
not know that Mr. Chou had
studied under Mr. Varese, the
Paris-born (1885) composer
whom Gilbert Chase (America's .._
M us1:c. McGraw-Hill. 1955) calls
"the most consistently uncomprmmsmg a m o n g American
musical modernists." But does
this mean that as soon as Mr.
Chou had told me that Mr. Varese had been one of his teachers
it was necesf~~ry for me to find
traces of. this uncompromising
composer in And the Fallen
Petals? It does not.
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Nevertheless, I do realize that
Mr. Chou does share with Mr.
Varese and with Mr. Luening
the desire as well as the ability
to write with untrammeled freedom of expression. Let me add,
however, that this freedom is
sternly disciplined by sensitiveness of the highest order.
And the Fallen Petals takes its
title from a poem by Meng Haojan (689-740):
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In this work, says Mr. Chou,
"there is no harmony a n d
counterpoint in the conventional
sense." The composer told me
that in it he uses Chinese music
"only as a point of departure."
Robert Whitney, who conducts
And the Fallen Petals, stated
aptly last October that Mr. Chou
has grafted Chinese musical expression on tonal resources devised and used in the Oc(iden t.
In my opinion, this beautiful
All through the night
Such noise of wind and rain
composition-tonal poetry in the
And the fallen petals
true sense of the word-is scored
Who knows how many!
with
consummate mastery. It has
In the Prologue, · writes Mr.
Chou, "a voice is heard out of striking thematic unity and coherence.
the stillness of the wilderness:
On the same disc you will
I can see no one gone before me,
I can see ·no one coming after
hear the excellent Louisville Orme;
chestra, under Mr. Whitney,
AU alone, I am overwhelmed by
the thought of
play Louisvillf; Concerto, by Hilthe eternity of heaven and earth,
ding Ro,:;enberg, born in the
And my tears fall. (Chen Tzu-ang.
Province of Skane, Sweden, in
656-698).
In Part I "against a quiet and 1892 and now living in Bromma,
mysterious landscape budding Sweden. This · well-constructed
blossoms dance the praise of life work-cast in the concerto grosso
in the spring wind." In Part 2 "a form-contains time-tested means
deftly intermingled with much
~ storm breaks, and the furious
wind drives the dazed petals far that is new. The soloists are Sid· ..- and wide." In Part 3 "against a ney Harth, violin; Virginia
quiet and mysterious landscape Schneider, vioJa, a n d Grace
-4
the fallen petals are being swept Whitney, 'cello.
In addition, the orchestra
away, and Jresh blossoms on the
branches dance in the spring plays-on the same disc-Suite
-.1
(Introduction,
wind." In the Epilogue "a voice IV Centenm·io
., is heard out of the stillness of the Song, Interlude, Lullaby, Dance),
wilderness, meditating the etern- by Camargo Guarnieri, born in
Tiete, Brazil, in 1907 and now
ity _()f heaven and earth.':

.
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a resident of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
This fine suite is the composer's
homage to the City of Sao Paulo,
which in 1954 observed its four
centuries of existence.
I am convinced that the Louisville Orchestra Commissions are
doing a service unprecedented in
the history of the art of composition and, at the same time, incalculable in its wide-reaching
influence for good. Up to the
present time the Rockefeller
Foundation has invested a halfmillion dollars in this monumental project.
Yes, I said "invested." But this
investment has not been made
for the purpose of receiving
monetary returns; it is an investment which, as time goes on,
is bound to yield rich dividends
for music.
If you were to ask me, "Do
you actually like, and thoroughly
enjoy, every composition in the
Louisville series?" my answer
would have to be no. Mr. Whitney, the conductor of the Louisville Orchestra, declared in my
presence that he himself is not
fond of every commissioned work
he studies and presents.
No, I have not fallen in love
with every composition I shall
mention in this column. But I
must say with all the emphasis at
my command that every work
has fascinated me and, for a time

,..:

at least, has held me spellbound.
Furthermore, the impressions
made upon me sometimes vary
from one day to the next. I feel
sure that you will have the same
experience.
Let me tell you a little about
an opera. The title is The Transposed Heads. This work is based
on a fanciful story from the pen
of the late Thomas Mann. The
composer is Australian-born
Peggy Glanville-Hicks, who now
lives in New York City. When I
heard this opera for the first
time, I wrinkled my brow,
scratched my head, and asked
myself, "Does it appeal to you,
or do you consider it a false
alarm?"
My first answer was, "It is a
false alarm." But I have changed
my mind. Now I like the opera.
Miss Glanville-Hicks is an ex~
ceedingly skillful composer. The
Transposed Heads is presented- •
on three sides of two twelve-inch
lp. discs-by members of the Kentucky Opera Association and the ,
Louisville 0 r c h e s t r a under
Moritz Bombard, the director of -.,
the Kentucky Opera Association.
Last fall I heard Mr. Bornhard discuss what is being done ~ ·
in Louisville with regard to the ~
commissioning and the presentation of opera. To me it was )..
evident that he has unusual
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learning and vision both as a
musician and as a scholar.
Alan Hovhaness, the Massachusetts-born composer of Armenian-Scotch descent who now
resides in New York City, has
written a Concerto No . 7, for
Orchestra which appeals with a
strange fascination both to my
brain and to my heart. On the
same disc you will find an engaging overture to Shakespeare's
Much Ado About Nothing, composed by Mario CastelnuovoTedesco, who was born in Florence, Italy, in 1895 and now
lives in California. Besides, the
orchestra plays Carlos Surinach's
colorful Sinfonia Flamenca. Surinach is a native of Barcelona,
Spain. He lives in New York
City.
Another disc contains a Symphony for Strings, by Philadelphia-born (1915) Vincent Persichetti; a highly engrossing
Studie im Pianissimo, Op. 45, by
Boris Blacher, who was born in
China in 1903 and now lives in
G e r m a n y; and Chicago-born
(1906) Robert L. Sanders' Little
Symphony No. 2, in B Flat.
Then there is a disc on which
you will find Dawn in a Tropical
Forest, by the prolific Heitor
Villa-Lobos, the pride and joy
of Brazil; Halsey Stevens' Triskelion, written in Los Angeles in
1953; and Paul Creston's excit-
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ing Invocation and Dance, Op.
58. Creston's real name-which,
by the way, is not given in the
program notes-is Joseph Guttoveggio. He was born in New
York in 1906.
I urge you to sink your teeth
into Variazioni per Orchestra, by
Luigi Dallapiccola, born in Pisini, !stria, in 1904 and now a
resident of Florence;· Cumbres,
by the forty-four-year-old Mexican composer Jose Pablo Moncayo; Serenade for Orchestra, by
t he a b 1e thirty-nine-year-old
Negro composer Ulysses S. Kay,
who hails from Tucson, Arizon,
and now makes his home in New
York City; and Darius Milhaud's
Ouverture Mediterreenne.
Milhaud, born in France in
1892-is one of the ablest composers of Qur time. I like what
he says in his program note. "You
can't describe music," he declares. "You must listen to it.
That is what I ask very kindly
of the listening public."
Most concert-goers are familiar
with some of the compositions of
Jacques !bert, who was born in
Paris in 1890 and now lives in
Versailles. !bert's pungent Louisville Concerto is a work reflecting its creator's pithy and, I believe, rather scintillating way of
writing. On the same record you
will find performances of T occata Giocosa, Op. 94, by Gardner
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Read, born in Evanston, Illinois,
in 1913 and now living in
Boston, and a most fascinating
composition called Rhapsodic
Variations for Tape Recorder
and 01·chestm, by Otto Luening
and Vladimir Ussachevsky. Luening was born in Milwaukee in
1900. Ussachevsky was born m
China. Both live in New York
City. In the Rhapsodic Variations the tape recorded is used
as a solo instrument. One could,
I suppose, call this work a concerto for tape recorder and orchestra.
On the next disc I have before
me you hear the resourceful
Henry Cowell's Symphony No.
II, subtitled Seven Rituals of
Music. The composition begins
with "music for a child asleep."
Then the composer deals with
the rituals of grief, work, love,
dance and play, magic and mystical imagination. Cowell, now
living in New York City, was
born in Menlo Park, California,
in 1897.
On the same disc the orchestra
plays Suite, Op. 87 (ldylle, Conflicts, Nostalgia, Rondo), by Russian-born Alexander Tcherepnin, who now resides in Chicago,
and Concert Overture, by Holland-born Bernard Wagenaar,
who now lives in New York City.
Both works are full of vitality

and inCisiveness. You should become familiar with them.
The next record I pick up
contains a beautiful and deftly
scored symphonic poem in three
parts titled Pampeana No. 3: A
Pastoral Symphony. The composer is Alberto Ginastera, born
in Buenos Aires in 1916. In addition, you hear Les Trois Lys:
Mouvement Symphonique, by
Henri Sauguet, born in Bordeaux, France, in 1901 and now
a resident of Paris. "The title
L es T1·ois Lys/' says the program
note, "was chosen by the composer because the three lilies
were the emblem of the ancient
French monarchy for a long
time" and "are incorporated m
the emblem of the City of Louisville."
There are two more compositions on this disc: Euph011.y for
Orchestra, by Robert Ward,
born in Cleveland in 1917 and
now living in Nyack, New York,
and William Bergsma's A Carol
on Twelfth Night, which is
··mostly .a free variation of . the
tune of the traditional English
carol The Twelv·e Days of Christmas." Bergsma, like Ward, lives
in Nyack, New York. He was born
in Oakland, California, in 1921.
Peter Mennin is one of our
ablest American composers. I believe you will en joy his Symphony No. 6. His birthplace is

I
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Erie, Pennsylvania. Now he is a
citizen of New York. On the opposite side of this disc you wiH
find Variations for Piano and
Orchestra, by Wallingford Riegger, with B~pjamin Owen as
pianist, and Vienna-born (1887)
Ernst Toch's fine Notturno.
Riegger hails from Georgia.
Toch now lives in California.
Since I have been hearing
much about the music of Gottfried von Einem-born in Bern,
Switzerland, in 1918 and now a
resident of Vienna-! was happy
to become acquainted with his
excellent Meditationen:
Zwei
Saetze fuer Orchester, Op. 18.
Poland-born K a r o I Rathaus'
Prelude for Orchestra a n d
George Perle's Rhapsody for Orchestra are included on this disc.
Rathaus died in New York City
in 1954. Perle was born in Bayonne, New Jersey, in 1915 and
now makes his home in Louisville.
Three unusually fascinating
compositions are to be found on
the last disc I shall mention.
They are Fantasi di Ogni Giorni
(Fantasies of Every Day), by
Gian-Francesco Malipiero, born
in Venice, Italy, in 1882; Introduction and Gam(! of the Hours,
by Vittorio Rieti, born in Alexandria, Egypt, in 1898 and now
living in New York City; and
The Enchanted Island, from
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music written especially for a
performance of Shakespeare's
The Tempest by Ernest Bacon,
born in Chicago in 1898 and now
living in Syracuse, New York.

RECENT RECO RDINGS
Sonata No.
14, in C Sharp Minor, Op. 27, No.
2 ("Moonlight") and Sonata No.
8, in C Minor, Op. 13 ("Pathetique"}. Rudolf Firkusny, pianist.

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN.

Masterful performances by one of
my favorites among the great pianists of the present time. 33 1/3
rpm. Capitol P-8322.
CLAUDE AcHILLE DEBUSSY. La Mer
and Nocturnes (Clouds, Festivals,
Sir eons). The Boston Symphony Orchestra under Pierre Monteux. The
Berkshire Festival Chorus, rehearsed
under the direction of Iva Dee
Hiatt in association with Hugh
Ross, takes part in the presentation
of the rarely heard Sirens. -A
master-conductor with a comprehensive grasp of the many subtleties
of Debussy's way of writing presents these miracles in the realm of
orchestral music. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA
Victor LM-1939.
GuiTAR

Music

OF

LATIN

AMERICA.

Etude No. 11, Etude No. 5, Prelude
No. 4, and Prelude No. 2, by Heitor
Villa-Lobos, of Brazil; Bullerias y
Cancion and Tehuacan (Lamento
y Dan;(;a}, by Jose Barroso, of Mexico; Preludio-Para Guitarra, Op. 5,
No. 1 and Choro da Saudade, by
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Agustin Barrios, of Paraguay; Vals,
by Manuel Ponce, of Mexico; Preludio y Tremolo, Invention, and
Cajita de Musica (Music Box), by
Laurindo Almeida, of Brazil. Laurindo Almeida, guitar. -Colorful
music. Electrifying mastery of the
guitar. 33 1/3 rpm. Capitol P-8321.
MoRTON GouLD. Fall River Legend.
LEONARD BERNSTEIN. Fa c simi I e.
The Ballet Theater Orchestra under
Joseph Levine. -1 am not particularly fond of this ballet music, deftly scored though it is. But many
like it. 33 1/3 rpm. Capitol P-8320.
HowARD HANSON. Symphony No. 5
("Sinfonia Sacra") and The Cherubic Hymn, for Chorus and Orchestra. SAMUEL BARBER. Symphony No.
1, in One Movement, Op. 9. The
Eastman-Rochester Symphony Orchestra, with the Eastman School of
Music Chorus (Herman H. Genhart, director) under Howard Hanson. -This is a superb recording.
Hanson's Sinfonia Sacra was inspired by. the account of Christ's
resurrection as given in the Gospel
According to St. John. The text of
The Cherubic Hymn is part of the
liturgy of St. John Chrysostom.
Barber composed his fascinating
Symphony No. 1 during the winter
of 1935-36. 33 1/3 rpm. Mercury
MG-40014.
JEAN SIBELIUS. The Swan of Tuonela
and The Return of Lemminkamen,
from The Legends of Lemminkainen.
Concerto in D Minor, for Violin and
Orchestra. The Symphony Orchestra of Radio-Stockholm under Sixten Ehrling. Camilla Wicks, the
young American violinist, plays the

solo part of the concerto. -Excellent readings. Miss Wicks plays with
remarkable skill and understanding.
DANCES

TRANSCRIBED

FoR

FouR

Jamaican Rhumba, by Arthur Benjamin; Hoedown, from
Rodeo, by · Aaron Copland; Pavane,
by Gabriel Faure; Negro Dance,
from Third Bra<;ilia.n Suite, by Oscar Fernandez; M acedonian Mountain Dance, by Alan Hovhaness;
Judean Hill Dance, by Hanuch
Jacoby; The Galloping Comedians,
from The . Comedians, by Dimitri
Kabalevsky; M alagu.ena, from Andalucia Suite, by Ernesto Lecuona;
Ballet of the Unhatched Chickens,
from Pictures at an Exhibition, by
Modeste Moussorgsky; Can-Can, by
Jacques Offenbach; Petite Ballerina,
from Ballet Russe, and Polka, from
The Age of Gold, by Dimitri Shostakovich; Dance of the Tumblers,
from Lady in the Dark, by Kurt
Weill. All transcribed by Marga
Richter. The Manhattan Piano
Quartet (Lawrence Krueger, William Blankfort, Elizabeth Olsen, and
Marga Richter). -This fine recording should become a best seller.
33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E3224.
NICOLAS RIMsKv-KoRsAKOFF. Schehera<;ade. The Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra under William Steinberg.
-Orchestral magic at its best. Do
not underestimate the ability of that
man Steinberg. 33 1/3 rpm. Capito1
P-8305.
ALEXEI HAIEFF. Concerto for Pia<no
and Orchestra. Sondra Bianca, pianist, with the Philharmonia Orchestra of Hamburg,
Germany,
under Hans-Juergen Walther. Five
PIANOS.
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Pieces for Piano (Allegro, AndanSusca, basso, as Maseto. Symphony
tino, Vivace, Schertando, Lento
Orchestra of Radiotelevisione !taliMolto, Allegro Molto) and Four
ana, Turin, and the Cetra Chorus.
Juke Box Pieces (Waitt, March,
Conducted by Max Rudolf. Chorus
Nocturne, Polka). Leo Smit, pianist.
director: Ruggero Maghini. -An
-Engrossing if somewhat Stravinexcellent disc-presentation of one of
skyan music from the pen of
the greatest operas ever written Haieff, who was born in Siberia in
an opera full of miracles in the art
1914 and now lives in New York
of composing. Three 33 1/3 rpm.
twelve-inch discs. Boxed. Complete
City. The pianism of Miss Bianca
and Mr. Smit is outstanding. 33 1/3
libretto in Italian and in English.
·r pm. M-G-M E3243.
Capitol-Cetr" C-1253.
EDVARD HAOERUP GRIEO. Lyric Pieces
CESAR FRANCK. Prelude, Fugue, and
Variation, Op. 18; Pastorale, Op .
(Books 3 and 4). Butterfly, The
Solitary Voyager, In My Homeland,
19; Piece Heroique ,· Finale, bp. 21.
Richard Ellsasser, playing the organ
Little Bird, Erotic, To the Spring,
of the John Hays Hammond Mu·
Valu Impromptu, Album Leaf,
Melody, Halling, Melancholy, Hop
seum at. Gloucester, Massachusetts.
Dance, Elegy. Menahem Pressler,
-Artistry of a high order. A superb
pianist. -Sensitive performances of
recording. 33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M
these beautiful miniatures. 33 1/3
E3279.
rpm. M-G-M E3197.
FELIX MENDELSSOHN. Andante, StherRICHARD WAGNER. Overture to The
to, Capriccio, and Fugue
for
Flying Dutchman; Good Friday
Strings, Op. 80 and 81, in a new
Spell, from Parsifal; Prelude and
edition for string orchestra by Arthur Winograd. ANTONIN DvoRAK,
LoDe Death, from Tristan und
Isolde; Forest Murmurs, from SiegNotturno, Op. 40.
Huoo WoLF.
Italian Serenade. The Arthur Winofried. The Detroit Symphony Orgrad String Orchestra under Archestra under Paul Paray. -<Stirring
readings by Detroit's excellent orthur Winograd. -1 am sure that
chestra under its exceedingly able
this -fine disc will give you much
conductor. 33 1/3 rpm. Mercury
joy. 33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E3295.
MG-50044.
BRITISH BAND CLASSICS. Suite No. 1,
WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART. Don
in E Flat, Op. 28a ( Chaconne, lnGiovanni. Giuseppe Taddei, baritcrmeao, March) and Suite No. 2,
in F, Op . 28b (March, Song Withtone, as Don Giovanni; Maria Curout Words, Song of the Blacksmith,
tis Verna, soprano, as Donna Anna;
Antonio Zerbini, basso, as The ComFantasia on the Dargason), by Gustav Holst. Toccata M arz:.iale and
mandant; Cesare Valetti, tenor, as
Folk Song Suite, by Ralph VaughanDon Ottavio; Carla Gavazzi, soprano, as Donna Elvira; Elda RiWilliams. The Eastman Symphonic
Wind Ensemble under Frederick
betti, soprano, as Zerlina; Italo
Fennell. -Delightful music. RcTajo, basso, as Leporello; Vito
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corded with stJrnng realism. 33 1/3
rpm. Mercury MG-40015.
MAX BRUCH. Concerto No. 2, in D
Minor, for Violin and Orchestra,
Op. 44. HENRI WrENIAWSKI. Concerto No. 2, in D Minor, for Violin
and Orchestra, Op. 22. Jascha
Heifetz, violinist, whh the RCA
Victor Symphony Orchestra under
Izler Solomon. -You undoubtedly
know Bruch's popular Violin Concerto m G Minor. But have you ever
heard his Violin Concerto in D
Minor? For some strange reason, it
is rarely played. Wieniawski's Violin
Concerto in D Minor, with its touching Roman{a, has held its own for
many years. Heifetz plays both compositiOns with fabulous wizardry.
33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor LM-1931.
THE MAGIC MARIO. Mario Lanza, tenor, with an orchestra under Ray
Sinatra. -To me Mario is not
magic even though he has a
beautiful voice. I do not 'like lardsmeared singing. If you like Mario's
specific type of "artistry," you will
probably enjoy hearing him sing
The World Is Mine Tonight, Want-

ing You, When You're in Love,
Parlami d'Amore, Tell Me Tonight,
Softly as in a Morning Sunrise, Fools
Rush In, One Alo.ne, None But the
Lone I y Heart, Ay-Ay-Ay, The
Trembling of a Leaf, Make Believe,
and Roses of Picardy. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LM-1943.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. Sir Laurence
Olivier, in association with London
Films, presents Richard Ill, starring
Sir Laurence, John Gielgud, Claire
Bloom, Ralph Richardson, Alec
Clunes, Stanley Baker, Mary Kerridge, Laurence Naismith, Pamela
Brown, Cedric Hardwicke, Norman
Woodland, Helen Haye, John
Laurie, Esmond Knight, and others.
Music by Sir William Walton. Produced and directed by Laurence
Olivier. Music played by, the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra under Muir
Mathieson.
Recorded
from
the
original sound track on three 33 1/3
rpm. twelve-inch discs. -A stirring
disc-presentation of t h i s great
drama. Vividly realistic in every detail. ·See the film when it is shown
in our country, and do not miss the
recording. RCA Victor LM-6126.
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THE NEW BOOKS
Unsigned revzews are by the Editors

RELIGION
DEAD OR ALIVE

By Herbert Lindemann (Concordia,
$1.50)
This is not just another book of
Lenten and Easter sermons. The
market is perhaps sufficiently glutted
with run-of-the-mill homiletical material, and the appearance of just another sermon volume would in itself
scarcely arouse us to wild enthusiasm.
But this book is different. This is a
fresh, contemporary treatment of a
theme that' is always old and yet always new--the suffering, death, and
resurrection of Our Lord. Too often,
alas, the gripping drama of redemption is presented in a hackneyed,
stereotyped form that does nothing to
stimulate the interest or captivate the
attention of the hearer. Frankly, there
is just too much dull, unimaginative
preaching in the Lutheran Church today. Anything that will help to lift
our pulpits from their homiletical rut
deserves our genuine acc)aim.

,.

That is why we are enthusiastic
about Dead or Alive. This is a different kind of sermonic approach. That
is because Pastor Lindemann is a refreshing kind of preacher. He knows
the human heart. He knows the world
of 1956. And He knows Christ. That,

in any preacher, is
combination.

an

unbeatable

This, then, is the kind of preaching
that we need-preaching that relates
the timeless Gospel to contemporary
life in the language of today. No
wonder
that
Pastor Lindemann's
church is filled every Sunday. Sermons like this will help fill other
churches, too.
THE CHAPEL HOUR

By Thomas Coates
(Concordia,
$2 .00)
This collection of addresses, delivered in the Chapel of the Upper
Room at Concordia College, Portland,
Oregon, is a monument to the spiritual
leadership of its author. Dr. Coates,
as president of the college, has evidently devoted painstaking labor to
these sermonettes-a far cry from the
kind of devotion which consists of a
hymn, lection, and prayer hastily
chosen five minutes before the appointed hour. The titles show thoughtful originality: "Three Postures"~
"Divine Mathematics"-"Spiritual
Grammar." Due attention is given to
the Church year-even to such a
neglected day as that of ·St. Michael
and All Angels. Several addresses were
delivered_during services of Holy Communion, which for some reason has not
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been celebrated until recent years in
the college chapels of the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod. We gather,
too, that the Chapel of the Upper
Room is most commendably equipped
with kneeling benches, and that these
are used for private prayer as well as
for corporate devotional exercises. If
it were not so far away, we'd send
our son to Portland.
Dr. Coates preaches to his student
congregation. H e addresses himself to
their needs in classroom, dormitory,
and social life outside the school. The
outstanding merit of his addresses is
their pertinence; the Gospel is made
relevant to the life of the college. He
talks not about abstract theology, but
about "the cut class, the wasted privilege, the unfinished paper, the cruel
jibe at fellow student or teacher, the
unread Bible, the forgotten letter
home." He speaks the truth about
these things in love.
HERBERT LINDEMANN

THE CANDLELIGHT KINGDOM

By Ruth Korper (Macmillan, $2.50)
Not a theologian, not essentially a
scholar, Ruth Korper has been moved
as a sensitive woman to share what
she has . come to understand of Russian
Orthodoxy since her first emotional
response to an Orthodox worship service in London in 1952. She describes
the schism between Eastern and Western Christendom and the growth of
church and state in Russia. Her discussion of Orthodox theology and
ritual is enriched by reflections on
her own religious experiences. She
outlines attempts through the years to

heal the religious breach between
East and West and holds out hope
that the first steps toward bridging th e
broader gulf today may be taken on
the spiritual level.
One might wish that in her enormous enthusiasm she had not tried to
say so mu ch in so few words and tha t
the simp'licity of expression in the first
chapter had been maintained throughout. Yet anyone who strives for a
measure of understanding of the Russians as individuals and as a society
will want to read this book. Orthodoxy
has grown with the Russian nation
through long centuries.
Communism
has been but recently superimposed .
LEONA

W.

EISELE

THE EFFECTIVE CITY CHURCH

By Murray H . Leiffer (Abingdon,
$3 .50)
This volume is a popular account of
what makes cities grow and change,
how community shifts affect the local
church, and how churchmen can study
th e church in the local community.
The author appears to be familiar with
sociological concepts but his presenta tion is non-·technical and written
in an easy style, with frequent use of
case illustrations. The book is addressed to a Protestant audience and
will no doubt prove useful in courses
in "Urban Church" as well as on the
desk of the bu; y parish pastor. Graphic
techniques for handling statistical
data are included. The author is Professor of Sociology and Social Ethics at
Garrett (M ethodist ) Biblical Institute.
The book is perhaps more useful for
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giving the reader an understanding of
secular community trends than for the
picture of the intimate operation of
parishes. He traces the relationships of
local churches to their situations in
• four types of areas-the downtown
district, the. zone of the "underprivileged" outside the central district ("the inner city"), the "stable"
residential area, and the suburban
fringe. He calls attention to the weakening of churches in the first two
areas as a result of the flight of white,
northwestern- European
background,
middle class Protestants to the periphery. In the last chapters he pleads for
more interdenominational Protestant
planning and cooperation.
One might argue about what is the
standard for "effective" church work.
The author does not specifically say so
but he implies that the church's effectiveness is to be found in moral
improvement in the community (rather
than in, for example, the adequate
ministration of the means of grace.)
It is perhaps interesting to note that
most of the recent "help" books on
the urban church have been authored
by Methodists. The author s~es the
greater membership sucess of an un:-. named Lutheran parish with parochial
school ( p. 181) as lying in external
~
things such as organization and continuity of pastorate.
He makes no
• -. mention of the possible effects of a
distinctive theological and liturgical
- f appeal. He notes the trend for Lutheran churches frequently to gain
former Methodists, Baptists, Congre,.. gationalists, et al., as members, but he
does not explain this.
The book might well have incorpo-
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rated data from recent empirical urban
church studies and observations (recently reviewed in The CRESSEY);
but the author is content with rather
impressionistic, non-specific generalizations. Documentation of sources is
lacking for the case illustrations and
census data. There might have been
coverage of the work which specific
Protestant denominations have been
doing in the area of church planning,
and also some description of the
regional and rural-urban distribution
of a number of Protestant communions.

THE MYSTICISM OF
PAUL THE APOSTLE
By Albert
$5.00)

Schweitzer

(Macmillan,

In recent years Biblical scholars
have laid more and more stress on
the Hebraic backgrounds to the New
Testament and have tended to minimize Hellenistic influences.
In line
with this development Dr. Schweitzer
attempts to show in this book that
"Paul was not the Hellenizer of Christianity." The "Christ-mysticism" of
St. Paul (which is regarded as fundamental to Paul's theology) is treated
a~ a development from the type of
Jewish eschatological expectation apparent in Baruch and 4 Ezra. The appearance of Christ before the end of
the world was the one factor which
reshaped this expectation and gave it
a form which could later be Hellenized. Dr. Schweitzer traces this development in Paul through his doctrine of the Redemption, the Church,
the Law, the Sacraments and ethics.

M
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The real Hellenizers of Paul's insights
were, according to the author, St.
· John and Ignatius.
The reader of this book is both at-

this book which are stimulating and
. ii!teresting. Transla ted from the German by William Montgomery.
WILLIAM SCHOEDEL

tracted and repelled: attracted because of the brilliant insights and fascinating conjectures which appear
from time to time, repelled because
of the sheer fantasy which seems to
be involved in much of the reconstruction of Paul's theology. It is true
that the emphasis upon the "Beingin-Christ" has often been neglected
in the study of Paul, but that is no
excuse for carrying this emphasis to
such an extreme that no organic connection can be found with other important Pauline concepts. Justification
by faith cannot be simply written off
as a "fragment of a doctrine of redemption." The fact that the relationship between these two motifs is
difficult does not give us license to
minimize the importance of either.
Moreover, significant as the insight
is that Paul's theology is fundamentally Hebraic, the attempt to prove this
should not be made on the basis of
questionable reconstructions. It is just
when the background to a book of the
New Testament is handled so arbitrarily that it becomes possible for an
author to misunderstand so completely
as . Schweitzer does the relationship of
John with Paul and Ignatius.
This book also gives the impression
of being loosely put together in many
aectiona ·and there is much labored
repetition. Yet for those who can pick
their way through the mazes that modem acholarship often reconstructs
about the theology of the New Testament, there are several sections of

THE EUCHARISTIC WORDS OF JESUS

I
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By the R everend Joachim J eremias "
(Macmill;m, $3.75)
.,
This is one of the many recent
contributions that have been made to
the problem of the original setting
and meaning of the Eucharistic words
of Jesus. J eremias contends that the ...
traditional view in the Western
Church that the first Eucharist was a
Passover meal is correct. He sets about
to show, therefore, on the basis of the
Gospel narratives along with 'the aid
of Talmudic background that the
Synoptic chro~ology dealing with the
events of the Passion is to be preferred to that of John's Gospel which
displays an obvious theological interest at this point.
Stress is also laid on the fact that
the authors of the Synoptic Gospels f'1
had recourse to various liturgical traditions in relating the Last Supper.
By the methods ·of literary criticism ~ •
the oldest form of the words of institution are identifi!!d with those of .. ·
the text of Mark. In the interpretation
of these words the new significance ~
given by, Christ to the Passover feast •
is not lost sight of. The Messiah's
death is shown to be the opening act ..- 'I
of the pre-Messianic tribulation and
the disciples are made partakers of its ' atoning power in the table fellowship
at the Last Supper. This Eucharistic
fellowship is the disciples' assurance "l
that the salvation beyonQ is a present
reality in their midst~.

"
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The R everend J eremias displays a
masterful command of the materials
·relating to this much discussed problem. He is well acquainted with the
abundant secondary sources and provides a very complete bibliography of
them. There are naturally many technical points of the interpretation that
strike one as being but weakly supported ; but these do not seriously impair the total understanding of the
Eucharistic words of J esus. Those who
can follow arguments based on the
techniques of literary criticisms and
the exegesis of the Greek text of the
New Testament will find in this book
an extremely profound interpretation
of the original meaning of the Eucharist. Translated from the German by
A. Ehrhardt.
WILLIAM

SCHOEDEL

FICTION
ISLAND IN THE SUN
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By Alec Waugh (Farrar, Straus &
Cudahy, $3 .95)
Within a few hours of his arrival in
the British-ruled, West Indies island
of Santa Marta, an American reporter senses that far from being the
tranquil spot it appears to be, the island is on the verge of erupting with
unrest, caused by racial tensions, the
approach of democratic government,
and the complex problems of an insular society. Two months later the reporter returns for the climax, and
when the explosion comes it results in
two deaths, the re{noval of the governor, the discharge of a Cabinet minister in England, and a great number
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of minor changes in the lives of the
Santa Martans. Alex Waugh has introduced some very convinci11g characters in his ninth novel, and he has
created a clear and fascinating picture of the social and political life in
a Caribbean island. This is an excellent novel, tightly organized and with
well-developed suspense.
THE UNHURRYJNG CHASE

By H. F. M. Prescott ( Macmil'lan,
$3 .50 )
The author of Mary Tudor arid The
Man on a Donkey has added another
book to a growing number of recent
successes, this time in the field of the
historical novel. First published some
thirty years ago, The Unhurrying
Chase has now been reissued for the
many who have come to recognize
Miss Prescott's ·a bility in the field of
historical writing, both as a biographer
and as a novelist.
This story is told in a background of
twelfth cegtury France. Miss Prescott again shows her mastery of portraying the medieval way of life, and
the reader is brought face to face
with the stark realities which humap~
ity faced in that period. It is nof always beautiful. Atrocities and cruelties
are mingled with chivalry and gentleness. Into this setting Miss Prescott
has skillfully blended the stormy life
of a wandering troubadour, Yves of
Rifaucon. Yves is the rightful heir to
a small area of land which has been
forcibl y taken from him by Count
Richard of Poitou, who is later to become King Richard the Lionhearted of
England. Deeply humiliated over his
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loss of lordship, Yves resigns himself
to a life of reckless abandon, and
seeks revenge on society in general.
With each escapade he becomes more
degenerate. How he finally escapes
the lowest depths of same and turns to
a respectable life after accepting God,
is the climax of the story.
R. H. BuLs
THE LAMB

By Francois Mauriac (Farrar, Straus
and Cudahy, $3.00)
In his latest novel, The Lamb,
Francois Mauriac explores a path of
suffering that leads to salvation. His
central figure, Xavier Dartigelongue,
is a curious mixture of saint and fool.
Driven by the desire to be his brother's
keeper, he lives with the certainty that
his sole purpose on earth is to be sacrificed for a soul in need. (Whether he
intends to help his cherished human
beings or merely to interfere in their
lives never is made quite clear.} To
chance encounters he attaches great
importance because he sees in each
one the guiding hand of God.
The chance encounter with which
we are concerned here takes place during Xavier's train ride to the seminary
where he plans to study for holy
orders. When Jean de Mirbel enters
the same compartment, they talk and
thereby change the course of aix lives.
Mirbel reveals that he is going to
desert his wife and persuades Xavier
to postpone his studies and return
with him to Larjuzon to help mend
the broken marriage.
Xavier's brief presence at Larjuzon
releases a violent storm. The local

priest and the members of the household-Mirbel and his wife, his pharisaical stepmother-in-law and her secretary, and an unwanted foundling, a
boy of nine, who is there on trialcannot understand his strange, selfless
love. Xavier, of course, is sacrificed
because, according to Mauriac, the
saints of this world are crucified by
the ones they love. His sudden death
jolts them into recharting their lives
through utter desolation toward salvation.
Although the author's position 1s
debatable, this short book provides a
good deal of reading pleasure. It is
translated from the French by Gerard
Hopkins.
CARLENE

~

~

BARTELT

MR. HAMISH GLEAVE

By Richard Llewellyn (Doubleday,
$3.95)

I

In this fictionalized reconstruction
of the Burgess-McLean case, Richard
(How Green Was My Valley) Llewellyn probes the anatomy of treason and
suggests a number of plausible reasons
why an intelligent, well-born, conservative Foreign Office official might
take it on the lam to Moscow.
Mr. Hamish Gleave is the son of a
family, once well off, which has come
on hard days. His wife, a delightful
person, comes from a comfortably
well-to-do family. There are a couple
of boys who will soon be ready for
"proper"
(and costly) schooling.
Gleave finds himself, therefore, caught
between the demands of his class position and financial resources insufficient
to meet them.
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Professionally, he finds
himself
constantly forced to eat dirt. His
seniors in the civil service are cautious
men, chiefly intent upon safeguarding
their retirement benefits. The Foreign
Secretary, "Mr. Flap" (could this be
Herbert Morrison?), is a pygmy
fuddy-duddy whom the fortunes of
politics have advanced to high position. His colleagues and associates are
demoralized by the discovery of homosexuals within their ranks, investigations and shadowings by their political superiors, and moralistic lectures
from their American counterparts.
Meanwhile, Gleave comes into contact with agents of the Soviet Union
and, to his surprise, finds that they
are reasonably pleasant persons who
appear not to be bothered much by
their country's political system and
who seem to receive decent recognition, both financially and in terms of
status, for their abilities. He is impressed by the quiet self-confidence of
these people, by the conviction that
their country is riding the wave of the
future, and by their certainty that
within their system lies the brightest
hope for the man of ability who wants
to be more than a cog in some vast,
impersonal machine.

Somewhat incidentally, there is the
factor of McLean's age. In his genteel,
cautious way, he is involved in an af~ fair and feels rather awkward about it
because he certainly has no intention
-"" of giving up his wife and his family.
All in all, then, we encounter a man
almost precisely the opposite of what
we would expect to find in a traitora conservative, early middle-age, classconscious, upright Englishman of the
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sort that has been supplying England
with her senior civil servants for generations. But here he is, caught up in
the two revolutions which have shaken
his class in the years since the second
World War-the social revolution
which was greatly accelerated by the
Labour governments, and the political
revolution which deve1oped from the
Cold War and the emergence of the
United States as the senior partner in
the Western alliance. Unable to come
to terms with either of these, Gleave
was irresistibly drawn toward a society
which still claims, at least, to recognize ability and to give scope to the
operations of the disciplined will. In
the classless society, he found (or
thought he had found) a last refuge
for himself and for his class.

JUBILEE
By John Brick {Doubleday, $3.95)
As this- "major novel of the Civil
War" opens, Jefferson Barnes, a year
out of West Point and still to see his
first rebel, is on his way home from
a desk job in Washington to assume
command of the !95th New York,
being organized in his home county.
Upon his arrival he is chagrined to
discover that a local politician, a military tyro, has pulled the strings necessary to lift him into the saddle of
command. Swallowing his p r i d e,
Barnes accepts second best and whips
the raw recruits into an efficient
fighting unit. As it turns out, he made
the correct choice, for his initial disappointment is short-lived. T he regiment sees action for the first time at
Gettysburg. In the charge on Culp's
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Hill, the politician is killed and
Barnes, of course, has his command.
Shortly thereafter, the regiment joins
Sherman's army in Tennessee.
Together they disperse the rebels at
Lookout Mountain; sack Atlanta and
march to the sea; scourge South Carolina, the birthplace of seq:ssion, and
all but end the war at Bentonville. In
the meantime, Barnes i n d i r e c t I y
causes his brother's suicide; forces his
brother-in-law, a company commander, to resign his commission; alienates
his wife, her parents and his own; is
wounded several times; drives his men
mercilessly, and picks up the rank of
brigadier general-all in the name of
duty.
We have seen Jefferson Barneses
before and no doubt will see them
again. In this particular setting, I am
not quite sure whether the reader is
supposed to dislike him or feel sorry
for him or what. The home folks
think he is pretty terrible. His men,
who at first grumble menacingly about
his extreme methods, quickly recognize him for what he is-a soldier's
soldier. They acquire a deep respect
for him and forget their earlier discontent. There are, of course, the inevitable exceptions. It seemed to me
that all of Barnes's decisions, with
perhaps one exception, were correct
and necessary. And if most of this is
founded in tragic misunderstanding,
it becomes a bit hard to· swallow: The
major characters are s o m e w h a t
wooden, and give only an illusion of
life. Like a puppeteer, the author
brings any number of minor players
onto the stage; then, rushing off to
manipulate the leads, he leaves them

dangling and forgotten. If this is
subtle writing, its purpose escapes me.
In spite of these flaws, however, this
reall y is not a bad book. The main
them e moves along at a fair clip, and
the reader is not bored with infinite
detail and long-winded digression. It
is obvious that Mr. Brick has expended time and effort gathering his
factual data. He gives graphic descriptions of the battle scenes and an
interesting account of the march to
the sea. My .::riticism is not that it is
a poor novel, but that it could have
been a better one.

GENERAL
PROFILES IN COURAGE

By

John

F.

Kennedy

(Harper,

$3.50)
Senator K ennedy, who at thirty- ,.
eight has already served nine years in
Congress, brings to the reader a warm
and inspiring account of decisive moments in the lives of eight United
States Senators and the political
courage exhibited by these men, each
of whom stood virtually alone against ,.
the flow of public opinion because he
believed that his cause was right.
There was John Quincy Adams,
whose career in the Senate was a constant battle between popularity and
principle and who lost his Senate seat
and was called an apostate for standing on principle which required the
support of his father's enemy, Jefferson, in a cause unpopular in Adams'
hom e State, .M assachusetts. There
were Daniel Webster, Thomas Hart
Benton, and Sam Houston, whose re-
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ward for heroic attempts to preserve
the Union was the obloquy of their
constituents. Kansas Republican Ed~
mund G. Ross, who in his first. term in
the Senate committed political suicide
· · ., by taking a stand against legislative
mob rule in casting the decisive vote
against the inipeachment of Andrew
Johnson, a Democrat who was hated
by the people of Kansas. Lucius
Lamar, who in direct disobedience to
a resolution of his State's Legislature
"" and the will of its people voted against
[
the Bland Silver Bill (though he knew
that his vote could not prevent passage
by a great majority) and thereby
brought himself perilously near the
(
brink of political death.
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In our own century the deeds of two
men stand out. One was George W.
Norris, who was cal'led a traitor to his
country and his party for opposing a
bill and supporting a man. He voted
against the extremely popular Armed
Ship Bill of 1917 because he believed
it to be the work of the moneyed interests which were doing their utmost
to plunge the United states into war;
and he supported AI Smith, a Catholic, Tammany Hall Democrat who opposed prohibition while he, Norris,
was a Republican, a Protestant and a
"dry" as was the mainstream of his
constituency. The other man was
Robert Taft of Ohio, whose fondest
dream and greatest goal was the
Presidency and who--aware of the
consequences-shattered this dream,
when he felt that justice was at stake,
by speaking out against the Nuremberg Trials, even though he knew that
his words could have no effect on the
trials. Not aU of Senator Kennedy's
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heroes are Senators; in less detail he
gives illustrations of similar courage in
governors and other statesmen.
What is it that makes these men
act as they do--seemingly oblivious of
the consequences? Are they stubborn
for stubbornness' sake or ignorant of
the political facts of life? Senator Kennedy, speaking from experience in living and working in the arena in which
this courage is shown, tells us that it
is the willingness to stand for what
one thinks is right regardless of the
personal consequences.
Obviously, not all of these men
stood for what was in fact right, but
they stood for what they earnestly believed to be right; they were willing to
sacrifice their careers and reputations
if necessary. This is what we admire
in any man. The kind of courage with
which these men lived is not at all unlike the kind with which many men
die.
jACK A. HILLER
CRITICAL APPROACHES TO
LITERATURE

By

David

Daiches

(Prentice-Hall,

$5.00)
This unusual book contributes to a
richer understanding of literature. Its
purpose, in the author's words, is this:
"I am concerned with methodology,
with the varying ways in which the art
of literature and works of literature
can be profitably discussed; I am not
here concerned with critics as such or
with the history of criticism as such."
David Daiches, now at Cambridge
University in England, is well known
for his many critical studies {such as
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The Novel and The Modern World, or
also Poetry and The Modern World,
or his A Study of Literature) as much
as for his poems and short stories. His
is the rare combination of good lecturer, teacher, scholar, and writer.
This perceptive work is the outgrowth
of his popular course in criticism given
at Cornell University.
What Dr. Daiches offers in this new
book is not a history nor an anthology,
but a documented study of literary
criticism, namely its methods, its functions, and its values. To illustrate the
kinds of questions that can be asked
about literature and the kinds of
answers that can be given, he quotes
and discusses the cnt1cs past and
present. The plan is divided into three
units 'labeled The Philosophical Inquiry, Practical Criticism, and Literary
Criticism and Related Disciplines. I
recommend especially this
latter's
handling of the appropriate areas of
scholarship, psychology, sociology, and
the cultural context.
The printing and binding are excellent in workmanship; this is as it
should be for a distinguished volume
whose subject-matter is not only stimulating but illuminating as well. Professor Daiches, it seems to me, wisely
refrains from being (pardon the pun )
audacious. His temperate analyses
aptly keep literary criticism what it is,
an art and not a science.
HERBERT

H.

UMBACH

MR. NEW YOR K: THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
GROVER WHALEN
(Putnam, $5.00)

If there is an individual entitled to

..

be called "Mr. New York" th en cert ainly that individual would be Grover
I
Whalen. Mr. Whalen's official connection with the largest city in the
United States is rather thin, he is th e
volunteer executive vice-chairman of .,.
the Ma yor's Committee for the reception of distinguished guests. U n- ..
officially, he is the host. At one time
or another Mr. Whalen served the
city in varying official capacities: secretar y to the Mayor, City Commisj
sioner, and Police Commissioner. Dur- ""
ing most of the years in which he became so famous as a host he was
serving as an executive in the Wanamaker Store in New York.

...

J

Mr. Whalen gives a rather short
account of his early years, some interesting glimpses into the political
life of the big city, and an account of
his official years and work in the
municipal administration of N e w
York. Of greatest interest however is
his account of the many distinguished
guests that he welcomed to New
York at one time or another. Mr.
Whalen became the city's greeter
more or less accidentally at the end
of World War I. The then Mayor,
John Hylan, had no taste for greeting
visitors and was, says Mr. Whalen,
" embarrassed in the presence of visiting celebrities
The mayor
established two committees: one to
take care of the homecoming planned
for American troops and the other for
meeting the flow of distinguished visitors-a flow that promised to become
an inundation. Mr. Rodman Wanamaker, with whom Whalen was associated in business, undertook the position ·of chairman of both commit-
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tees and enlisted the aid of Whalen
as his principal assistant. The list of
distinguished visitors greeted by Mr.
Whalen is both long and varied. It
includes:
Joffre,
Foch,
Pershing,
· .., O'Ryan, King Albert of Belgium and
his Queen, the then Prince of Wales,
--1 Cardinal Mercier, President Wilson on
his return from the Peace Conference,
Queen Marie of Rumania, Lindbergh,
• Byrd, Gertrude Ederle, Crown Prince
Gustavus Adolphus an d Princess
~ .. Louise, Marconi, Ramsay MacDonald,
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth, General Eisenhower on his return to the United States, General
Wainwright, Admiral Nimitz, General
MacArthur, Winston Churchill and
many others. Mr. Whalen gives a good
account of the planning involved in
• the meeting of a distinguished guest.
He has some personal observations to
.,. offer with regard to most of his
guests and some amusing anecdotes
about some of them. He flatly denies
one story that has been going the
rounds for years,
"Legend has it, in case there is
..; anyone alive who hasn't heard the
well-worn story, that in reply to
Her Majesty's (Queen Elizabeth
of Belgium) comment on the exuberance of the crowds gathered
to honor the sovereigns, the wife
of the Mayor of New York City
replied, "Queenie, you said a
~ .-,
mouthful!"
Mr. Whalen says that it is unthink.. ab1e that anyone as retiring and
charming as Mrs. H ylan could or
-"~
would have expressed herself in such
terms. He does however have a story
:> about AI Smith that is worth keeping
alive. When Smith wa~ Governor of
New York he was asked by Warden
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Lawes to be a guest at a Sundayafternoon baseball game at Sing Sing.
The Governor, according to his own
account, enjoyed the game and when
it was over Warden Lawes extended
an invitation to him to make a few
remarks to the inmates. AI went over
to the microphone at home plate to
deliver a short talk.
"'I found myself starting to say,
"My friends'," Al's story went,
"but when I remembered I was
addressing a group of convicts,
I decided that wasn't such a good
idea. "Fellow citizens," I started
to say, when I realized that their
conviction and imprisonment had
deprived them of the precious
right. I managed to stop myself
in the middle of "citi---"
"By this time the fifteen hundred
convicts gathered around realized
my predicament and one of them
shouted out: "What's the matter, Gov? Noivus?''
"I had to get started somehow
and I finally blurted out, "I'm
glad to see so many of you here."
Mr. Whalen also served as the
President of the New York World's
Fair. He dwells at some length on the
immensity of the .project and the tremendous amount of planning and
work that went into the Fair.
Mr. Whalen's life to date has been
a fascinating one and his account of
it makes good reading.
MY BROTHER ADLAI

By Elizabeth Stevenson lves and
Hildegarde Dolson (Morrow, $4.00)
In My Brother Adlai we see Mr.
Stevenson through the eyes of Elizabeth Stevenson I ves, his only sister
and chief admirer. Using her diary
and carefully preserved family letters
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for reference·, Mrs. Ives relates fond
remembrances of her illustrious brother
from childhood days through the 1952
presidential campaign.
Mr. Stevenson's distinguished ancestry is too well-known to be reiterated here, but attention should be
called to the amusing anecdotes Mrs.
lves tells about their grandparents Republicans and Quakers on the maternal side of the family, Democrats
and Presbyterians on the paternal
side.
It was Mr. Stevenson's good fortune to grow up in the midst of a close
family group during the golden years
of Midwestern smaU towns. Life was
unhurried and comfortable in the
family home in Bloomington, Illinois.
The Stevensons-prosperous, exuberant, articulate people-loved and respected each other, enjoyed travel
and good books, and were blessed
with a delightful sense of humor.
Adlai was a contented, 10ensitive
child with a fondness for stray dogs.
Despite his stweet disposition, he
managed to get his nose broken twice
in lively neighborhood battles. When,
during the 1952 campaign, a Chicago
newspaperman of the opposition press
asked a lady who had been a neighbor of the Stevensons what Ad'lai had
been like as a boy, the lady, a Republican, replied, "Why, that boy was
an angel-just an angel." "But," says
Mrs. lves, "I'll bear witness that the
'angel' often had a bloody nose, a
black eye and torn pants!"
Although he excelled in athletics,
he had to contend with parental constraints. When he was at a boys' camp
in Maine, his father wrote: " .. .I do

not like your being in the swimming t•
contests so much, especially the div- l
ing, and I wish you wou'ld tell me you
will stay out of the diving contests
hereafter. Playing ball is all right, and
if I were you I would confine my ef- ,...
forts largely to that .... " And again:
" ... I must urge you not to go in for (.
so much athletics. I want you to stop
this right away. The purpose of your
being there and my spending so much ,l
money to keep you there, is not for
you to take long hikes and overdo""
yourself in athletics, but to get you in
good physical condition so you can
have your tonsils removed without
any harm .... " Adlai must not have
taken his father's impulsive ban on
sports too literally because his next
letter to his mother begins: "When I
got back yesterday afternoon I found
your letters in which you did not •
want me to go on the White Moun- .._
tain hike but I had already returned
when I received them .... "
His extracurricular activities and
honors at Choate (where of the 200
students, Adlai was one of the three lr
Democrats) and at Princeton (where
he became Managing Editor of the
Princelonian) pleased his father. That
parental pride, however, was a source
of embarrassment for Adlai, especially
when it appeared in the form of enthusiastic newspaper accounts. From ;.
Princeton he wrote: "Dear Father:
Once more may I protest (as usual in 'I"
vain I suppose) against your assumption of the duties of my publicity
manager.... "
At first glance Adlai's mother seems <.
to be a rather weak woman who coddled her children. "She kept close
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"' track of aa his activities, and offered
so much good advice on each one that
,... sometimes my brother must have felt
like Lord Chesterfield's son." Her letters, on the other hand, often show
intuitive wisdom, and in the end she
"' emerges as a strong p erson with many
endearing qualities and with the ability to instill in others her high ideals.
When Adlai was a law student at
Harvard, she wrote:
" ... Please keep on growing up
and out and through, remember... ing that in drawing yourself up to
a high, you draw others with you.
"If you can only go through life,
taking the bitter with the sweet
without complaint or resentment,
you will h,ave conquered much of
iife's frusttation . However, do not
misunderstand me--one must also
not hesitate to fight for the right
and have courage to see justice
done.
;, "In these days of moral relaxation, the spirit of love and righteousness are most necessary.
I
.....
would rather have you sound
physically and morally than president.:'
The accounts of his administration
as Governor of Illinois and of the
'<I 1952 presidential campaign should be
read by everyone who has any interest in the current political scene.
My Brother Adlai is a book that can
be enjoyed by any reader, regardless
of political convictions. Although Mrs.
• lvea was helped by a professional
writer, Hildegarde Dolson, the story's
' -appealing freshness has been maintained.
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WE THE JUDGES
By Justice William
(Doubleday, $6.00)

0.

Douglas

This book is a compilation of lee-
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tures delivered at the University of
Calcutta in July, 1955. They are comparative studies in the constitutional
Jaw of the United States and India.
Justice Douglas discusses the differences and similarities in the Constitutions of the two countries and the
cases interpreting their various clauses.
Since the Constitution of the United
States antedates that of India by
roughly 150 years, it is inevitable that
the former be the focal point of major
emphasis.
The author does an admirabfe job
of presenting in digested form the significant aspects of American Constitutional Law and, in view of the limited
number of decided Indian - cases, does
equally well in ,the area of comparison. It is to his credit also that he
does not take advantage of an oppo~tunity to grind axes. He cites a
number of cases in which he dissented
vigorously, but gives no indication of
this (or of his own views) , and discusses them only from the point of
view of how they were decided and
the implications they have in the
total picture. On rare occasions he
expresses,, some doubt about the wisdom of a particular decision, but then
only briefly and in a most general
way.
Unlike the products of his earlier
efforts, this book undoubtedly will
have rather limited appeal. Although
it has its value for the comparative
or international lawyer, much of what
is said and discussed will seem rather
elementary to a student of constitutional law. On the other hand, the
author assumes that he is speaking to
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and writing for an audience that is
not entirely uninitiated and, working
on that assumption, makes no special
effort to avoid language and references
that might be cryptic to the nonlegally trained. Anyone in the latter

•·

category, however, who is genuinely
interested in American Constitutional
Law, will find within these covers an
excellent survey of the subject froiT
Marshall to Warren.
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APRIL'S SIGNATURE
Now the page of the earth is clean
Storm-script of winter has been banned
And April's signature is seen
Across the burgeoning land.
-LUCIA TRENT

,.

l.

A Minority
Report
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ By

V I CT0 R

F.

H 0 FFM A N N

J R.

write his material are not master
craftsmen. As a matter of fact,
one of his writers said to a small
group of listeners several years
ago that he and the people
around him had not read a book
for two or three years. Reading
between the lines, I caught the
suggestion that this was not the
time for reading and writing.
Perhaps, this is true. The fact
nevertheless remains that Ike's
speeches are long on appeal and
the homespun personality and
short on a solid treatment of the
issues. To say that every politician does this can not be made
a denial of the fact.

Ike's Decision
On February 29, 1956, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
r made his decision to throw his
hat into the Republican nomination ring once more. This took
- ~ place on the day that made of
1956 a Leap Year.
The Big Leap was attended by
the usual ceremonial activity and
symbolism. As the President
came to view on the television
.,. screen, pictures of his family in
the background caught the immediate attention of this viewer.
And of course-viewers a 1 s o
caught a glimpse of Ike's family
and friends at the very end of
his "non-political" address to the
American people.
As political speeches go, it
was not a very good speech. The
President simply is not a good
speaker and the people who

~
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Ike's Appeal
In spite of the shortcomings of
Ike's momentous address, it still
had a lot of the "oomph" appeal
on which politicians tend to
65
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build their empires. Not many
persons would have the courage
he displayed to talk about his
health to millions of people. It
takes a certain amount of intestinal fortitude, it seems to me,
for a man in the mid-sixties to
talk about his coronary. No matter what could be said and what
was said, there always lurked in
the background the fact that this
coronary might be the beginning
of the end.
Now Eisenhower might live to
be a hundred but his state of
health will not be talked about
in these terms. People will probably associate the rigorous schedule of the president (including
his golfing and his hunting) with
his heart attack and the formula
will result in talk about his early
death.
Most of us would not find it
very easy to talk about our
health in such circumstances.
That Eisenhower did will enhance his reputation with a
great many people. On the other
hand, one keeps remembering
that many of us mortals like to
talk about our operations. Actually we are egocentrics to the
very day that we die. How do
you judge a man's sincerity?
What was the President up to
with this talk about his health?
Was it a medical discourse on
the state of his health or has his

heart now become a political
heart?

-~

~
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Let's Be Sports
Not too many hours after the
President revealed his intention
to try just once more, Paul Butler, the Democratic National
Chairman, suggested that the
American people will never vote
in to office a half-time president.
This statement irritated a number of people and my hometown newspaper ran a two-paragraph editorial which asked Butler to be a good sport.
One phrase of that editorial
suggested: you Democrats have
no right to talk about the halftime presidency of Ike inasmuch
as your FDR was only half a man
during his fourth term. If FDR
was a half-time president during his fourth term and if that
can be proven, then he should
not have been president. The
logic of the situation then indicates: if Ike is going to be halftime president, then I am against
that too.
If a proposed candidate for the
presidency is going to be a halftimer, the American people have
a right to know about the situation. The people who are being
asked to vote for a candidate
have a right to know how he is
going to do the job, whether he
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can devote full time to the job,
and so forth.
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In his address on the last evening of February, the President
himself suggested that he would
accept the nomination on his
terms. His terms included cutting out much of the ceremonial
activities of the office, an elimination of any barnstorming and
campaign activity, and the necessfty of a well-ordered and careful life. These terms were all set
in his general discussion about
his health. This seems to me to
be an admission: in view of my
health and recent heart attack,
I, President Eisenhower, can be
a second-termer only if I watch
my health.

It is perhaps generally agreed
that the office of the president
includes too much work for one
man. I will go along with that.
I am for any measure the Repub"!lican administration can discover
to streamline the office and to
make executive administration
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more efficient. To deny this is
like denying motherhood. Every
decent American believes in both
efficiency and motherhood.
But if Ike is going to have to
restrict his activities because of
his health, the fact ought to be
discussed pro and con. If the
President can continue in the
situation, then God speed him.
If he cannot, then he ought to
take it easy on his farm. At any
rate, it ought to be discussed.
c.;:.

Barnstorming
The President suggested that
long before his heart attack he
had developed an aversion to
barnstorming. Other incumbents
of the office in the past had
shown a similar aversion as for
example Coolidge and FDR.
It seems to me that Ike will be
pressed into activity by members
of his own party. It is not only
the presidency that is at stake
but also some congressional and
gubernatorial posts.

THE MOTION PICTURE
By

ANNE HANSEN

"Why do you in the United disturbing to think of the way :..
States permit the export of in which totalitarian govern- 41
motion-picture films which so ments can-and do-make use of 1
tragically misrepresent the Amer- these films as effective anti- _,.,
ican way of life? Why do you American propaganda.
send abroad movies which preDe Meiss-Teuffen pointed out,
sent such false and distorted pic- as an example, that The Blacl<- " '
tures of your cui ture, your bom·d Jungle has been exploited
people, and your economy?"
in the USSR and captive satelThese questions were asked of lites as being representative of
an audience of club women re- the average and typical public
cently by Hans de Meiss-Teuffen, school in the United States. The
the noted Swiss-born world- sequences in the film, in which a ,:.
feeble effort was made to portraveler, explorer, and lecturer.
And, incidentally, these ques- tray another and better type of ~""
tions have often been asked, not public school, were, of course,
only by many foreign-born deleted before the picture was
speakers whom I have heard bl!t shown behind the Iron Curtain.
by those of our native lecturers I know only too well that our
who have traveled widely and entire public-school system is be- ~-"
have had an opportunity to see set by many pressing problems
the unfavorable and incorrect at the moment ;md that condi- 1impressions many of our Holly- tions in some schools leave much .,.
wood productions have made on to be desired. But to make use of
The Blacl<bom·d Jungle as a ~
audiences in other lands.
Readers of this column may measuring stick for our educa-~ 1
recall that I, too, have often ex- tiona] system is as ridiculous as
,.
pressed deep concern over this it is tragic.
practice. It is unfortunate _that
Here in the United States we j.l
too many films present a dis- are wont to think of the motion
torted picture of the manner in picture merely as a popular ~
which we live; it is downright medium for mass entertainment.
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We see, we chuckle or sob, as the
case may be, and we quickly dismiss from our minds what we
have seen as just another movie.
, This is not the case in the USSR.
William Benton, publisher of
the Encyclopedia Britannica, recently completed a study of Red
propaganda techniques within
the USSR and the satellites. In
Soviet films, he observes, "enter7
tainment or diversion is only a
secondary motive." In his excellent booklet William Benton Reports on the Voice of the Kremlin the author tells us that in
Soviet movies, radio, and TV, as
in all other fields of communication, "every technique centers
-~ on teaching and instructing the
public, or at least conditioning
it, according to the lights of the·
Communist Party." The topics
chosen for filming must be keyed
to the over-all political purposes
-. of the Party, and must be made
to conform to a rigid formula of
"socialist realism." "Orthodoxy,"
he writes, "is purchased at a high
price, in terms of boring films
and long delays" in production
~ schedules.
Not for a moment would I
suggest that such a policy or
practice be inaugurated in the
United States. Nor do I propose
that our national shortcomings
be either ignored or glossed over.
But is it too much to ask that

..
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movie-makers strive to produce
films which do not distort or
exaggerate? Such a practice
would not only give foreign
audiences an honest picture of
the United States and the citizens of the United States but
would please thousands of discriminating movie-patrons at
home-patrons who have grown
weary of stereotyped Hollywood
bombast and glamor.
As a seasoned movie-goer bombast and bathos leave me cold.
Maudlin sentimentalism bores
me, and the type of cheap comedy which leans heavily on the
risque arouses in me only a feeling of disgust. But when I saw
The Prisoner (B & D Film,
Columbia, Peter Glenville) I
was chilled to the marrow - not
only by the suffering either portrayed or implied but by the
realization that there is loose in
the world a weapon more terrible than the inhuman tortures
devised and employed by the
Nazis. For here we see a strong
man broken in mind and in body
by fiendish mental torture.
Although The Prisoner does
not identify the imprisoned
cardinal who is the central figure
in the film, one immediately recalls the principals in two reallife dramas of our times-Joseph
Cardinal Mindszenty, of Hungary, and Cardinal Stepinac, of
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Yugoslavia. Alec Guinness is superb as the imprisoned cardinal,
and Jack Hawkins brilliantly
portrays the fanatical doctor who
attempts to brainwash his famous
prisoner. Raymond Huntley and
Wilfred Lawson are excellent in
important supporting roles. The
script written for The Prisoner
by Bridget Boland is not always
either clear or convincing. Its
weakness is especially apparent
when Miss Boland touches on
spiritual values. But in spite of
obvious shortcomings The P1·isoner is a sober, powerful, and
deeply moving film.
Those of you who have read
the short stories written by
Damon Runyan are familiar
with the peculiar language which
the author puts into the mouths
of his shady characters. I have
often wondered if Mr. Runyan
ever actually heard such language. Real or wholly fictional,
this way of speaking sits awkwardly on the tongues of the
colorful underworld characters
who appear in the spectacular
musical extravaganza Guys and
Dolls (M-G-M, CinemaScope,
Eastman Color, Joseph Mankiewicz).
Jean Simmons and Marlon
Brando make inauspicious debuts
as singers in ·Guys and Dolls. It
seems unlikely that either of
these exceptionally talented play-

ers will win new laurels as singers. Vivian Blaine appears with
outstanding success in the role
she created in the Broadway production of the play, and Frank
Sinatra is excellent as the gambler Nathan Detroit. A fine sup- -..
porting cast was assembled for
~
Guys and Dolls. The music is
1
tuneful, the choreography is _,.,
vivid and picturesque, and the
entire production is lavishly
mounted. If you enjoy musical
films, you are sure to like Guys
and Dolls.
Music which ranges in style
from Mozart's Clarinet Concerto
to jazz and swing is the principal
ingredient in The Benny Good- 1-man Story (U n i versa l-International, Technicolor, Valentine
Davies). Mr. Goodman and his
band are heard on the sound
track. But Steve Allen, of TV
fame, plays the title role in the
film biography of one of the •
most versatile of present-day performers of popular m u s i c.
Charming Donna Reed is seen as
the girl whom the famous clarinetist wooed and won. The appearance of Gene Krupa, Harry • 1
James, Martha Tilton, Ziggy Elman, and other big-name jazz
artists adds color and interest
to the film .
The world of antiquity comes
to life in Helen of Troy (Warners, Robert Wise). Homer's epic
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tale The Iliad is, of course, in
itself a thrilling and exciting account of treachery, intrigue, and
heroic adventure. The screen
version, presented in CinemaScope and magnificent Warner
Color, is impressive, not only because of its size and superb settings but because it has a unity
and a coherence n o t often
achieved in a superb-spectacular
big-screen production.
The Lone Ranger has long
been a favorite figure on radio
and, more recently, on TV. Now
the famous masked rider of the
Old West, his faithful Indian
companion Tonto, and his great
horse Silver may be seen in a
typical story in The Lone
Ranger (Warners).
Do you en joy the an tics of
Lucille Ball in the highly rated
TV show I Love Lucy? If so, you
may enjoy Forever Darling
(Zan r a; M-G-M, Alexander
Hall). As for myself, I feel that
a better title for the film would
be Forever Boring. Believe me
when I say it is just that.
Just as boring is the silly little
comedy The Lieutenant Wore
Skirts (20th Century-Fox, Frank
Tashlin). Both Tom Ewell and
Sheree North have a genuine
flair for comedy. They deserve
bettet material.
Much has been written about
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Diane de Poitiers, the Frenchwoman who became the mistress
of the Dauphin of France later
known as Henri II. Through the
King, Mme. de Poitiers wielded
great power in sixteenth-century
France. Lana Turner is cast in
the title role in Diane (M-G-M,
David Miller), a film which offers movie-goers nothing more
than splendid settings ·and elaborate period costumes. M i s s
Turner's performance is vapid
and colorless, the screen play is
dull, and history suffers at the
hands of Hollywood scriptmakers.
Filmed on the San Francisco
waterfront,· Hell on Frisco Bay .
(Warners, Frank Tuttle) is an
action-packed picture in which
Alan Ladd and Edward G. Robinson are pitted against each
other in a sordid and lurid melodrama. '
Equally sordid and just as
lurid is The Bottom of the
Bottle, adapted for the screen
from a novel by George Simenon.
A fine cast is wasted on a cheap
plot.
Here are two adventure films
from Republic Studios: Flame
of the Islands, set in the beautiful Bahamas, and The Vanishing
American, based on Zane Grey's
well-known tale.

nary (Evanston), and in 1951 he reIt seemed appropriate to us that
ceived the doctorate from the Uniour Easter issue should deal with
versity of Chicago. In that same year,
Christianity in the framework of the
he was appointed to the faculty at
world's religious picture. For what
Chicago. At present, he is assistant
happened at the garden tomb was not
professor of the history of religions.
meant to be kept secret among some
With the publication of Walter
racial or cultural elite. It was meant
Sorell's dramatic poem, "Old Chinese
to be spread abroad through Jerusalem
Legend", we are on
and J u d e a a n d
the way toward
Samaria, and unto
what we hope will
the uttermost parts
become a tradition.
of t h e world Last year, it will
into those parts also
be recalled,
Mr.
where the incurably
Sorell published the
religious nature of
dramatic
p o e m,
man had already
"Everyman Today,"
fashioned gods and
in our Easter issue.
theologies designed
It was so well reto answer the quesceived that we entions which man
couraged Mr. Sorell
has always asked
to prepare another
a b o u t his origins,
one for this year's
his nature, and his
Easter issue. We
destiny.
hope to continue
We were espethe series through
cially fortunate in
PROBLEMS
the years to come
being able to perCONTRIBUTORS
as a parallel to our
suade Dr. Kitagawa
annual
Christmas
to h a n d I e t h i s
FINAL NOTES
Garland. In t h i s
rather i n v o I v e d
way, we hope to
topic for us.
Dr.
give greater rccogKitagawa was born
nition to the most
a n d educated in
uniquely Christian festival of the
Japan (Episcopal St. Paul's College
liturgical year.
and Central Theological College, both
Incidentally, we had some requests
in Tokyo). After four years of preachlast year for permission to stage
ing, he entered the Church Divinity
"Everyman." We are always happy to
School of the Pacific iri Berkeley,
p e r m i t church-connected organizafrom where he was assigned to retions to use material from the CREShgious work in the government internSET without charge. We would apment camps for Japanese which were
preciate notice that the material has
established at the outbreak of World
been used and, if possible, a copy of
War II. After the war, he took a B.D.
the program.
degree at Seabury Western Semi-
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